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Service is Job #1

Education, research and service. These words have traditionally described the important mission of most American universities—and they’re always spoken in the same order.

For the College of Veterinary Medicine, however, I reverse them. We put service first—service to the people of Minnesota, service to agriculture and industry, service to our clients and service to our students.

Think about it for a minute. While we are Minnesota’s sole source for educating veterinarians, the purpose of that education is to serve agriculture, industry, pet owners, and our students. We conduct cutting-edge research, but our goal is to contribute to the science that will prevent and cure disease—both animal and human. Our Medical Center, one of the busiest in the nation, serves 40,000 cases every year. And our Veterinary Diagnostic Lab processes 1.2 million tests.

Minnesota has understood the value of our service since 1947, when it created this college. Both through state support and generous philanthropy, the people have invested in the highest quality veterinary medicine. The following pages contain examples of how we serve Minnesota. We work hard to exceed your expectations; we work hard to serve you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey S. Klausner, DVM, MS
Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine
May I have a dog?

How many times has a child pleaded with a parent to get a pet? Tyler Berndson’s appeal for a dog was heard by the Children’s Hospital staff who asked Make-A-Wish Foundation for help. The foundation, whose mission is to grant the wishes of children with life-threatening medical conditions, presented Teddy Bear to Tyler, who had just completed five years of chemotherapy to treat acute lymphoblastic leukemia. This companionship was jeopardized when Teddy Bear, a standard poodle, was diagnosed with kidney and bladder problems that caused incontinence and infections.

After a month away from Tyler, a healthy and very delighted Teddy Bear re-joined the family just after Tyler’s 10th birthday.

Tyler’s family notified Make-A-Wish that they would not be able to keep the dog because they thought its medical condition was hopeless.

Lindsay Merkel, assistant clinical specialist in the Small Animal Clinical Sciences Department, learned of this unfortunate situation during a veterinary visit with the breeder, who is a client of the Veterinary Medical Center. Merkel enlisted Jody Lulich, professor and urology specialist, who diagnosed Teddy Bear’s problems using an innovative procedure (cystoscopy), and Betty Heffernan-Kramek, clinical specialist, performed delicate surgery to help with the incontinence. The Make-A-Wish Foundation helped pay for the successful procedure.

After a month away from Tyler, a healthy and very delighted Teddy Bear re-joined the family just after Tyler’s 10th birthday.

“My favorite thing about Teddy Bear is when I blow in his face and he snaps his jaw and then licks my face,” Tyler quietly shares with a big smile on his face. Tyler is currently cancer-free and is excited about starting fifth grade this fall. May we all wish Tyler and Teddy Bear long, healthy and happy lives. Make a wish—and it can come true.
ServicetoVeternarians

Urology Center Brings Hope for Prevention and Treatment

They’re as big as golf balls and as small as BBs. They’re rough, smooth, hard, spongy, yellow, black and green. They’ve come from dogs, cats, kangaroos and geckos. Every one of the 250,000 urinary tract stones sent to the college’s Urology Center since 1991 has one thing in common: each tells a story—a story Urolith Center director Carl Osborne and colleagues have translated into prevention and treatment techniques for the painful and sometimes deadly condition.

Each year the center receives approximately 34,000 stones from veterinarians around the world. Staff examine the stones and report to the veterinarians—free of charge, thanks largely to support from Hill’s Pet Nutrition—about the stone’s composition and treatment options. In return, the center accumulates data, which is used to improve understanding of urinary stone formation. Study of the epidemiology of this disease is critical in defining treatment and prevention strategies. “We don’t charge for our service, because we receive valuable information from each stone submitted for analysis,” Osborne explains.

Thanks to the information learned from examining the stones, Osborne and colleagues have developed diets that decrease the likelihood that stones will form. They have also developed methods to medically dissolve some stones, reducing the need for surgery.

“There used to be a notion that a stone was like the Rock of Gibraltar, but that’s not true,” Osborne says. “If it can come out of solution it can go back into solution.”

Service to Agriculture

Dairy Lab Helps Reduce Antibiotic Use on Farms

For years, dairy cows with mastitis were treated with antibiotics—no questions asked. But with the growing push to minimize antibiotic use in agriculture, dairy producers and veterinarians are increasingly distinguishing between mastitis cases that require treatment and those that will improve with supportive care alone.

The college’s Laboratory for Udder Health is a national leader in the development and application of tests that do just that. In the 1990s, the laboratory began testing milk and other samples sent by producers to determine the type of pathogen present. Last year, the lab tested almost 60,000 samples from throughout Minnesota and as far away as New York and Mexico.
Vet erinary medicine and public health have gone hand-in-hand at the University of Minnesota since faculty member R.K. Anderson and his colleagues created a nationally recognized veterinary public health program four decades ago. Now that link is growing even stronger with the establishment of two new ways to earn both Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.) and Master of Public Health (M.P.H.) degrees.

One, The D.V.M./M.P.H. dual degree program makes it possible for students to earn D.V.M. and M.P.H. degrees simultaneously. The other, the Executive Program in Public Health, gives mid-career veterinarians an opportunity to earn a M.P.H. while keeping their current jobs.

The programs meet the growing need for health professionals to deal with issues at the interface of human and animal health. “The United States clearly needs more public-health veterinarians to help address new bioterrorism concerns, emerging diseases such as West Nile virus and chronic wasting disease, and the need for a safe food supply,” says Jeffrey Klausner, dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine.

Amanda Denisen is one of 17 students currently enrolled in the D.V.M./M.P.H. program. By taking veterinary classes during the school year and public health courses online and through a three-week Summer Public Health Institute, Denisen will be able to complete both degrees in four years.

“The program has opened my eyes to the greater scope of what veterinary medicine has to offer and how we can be of better service to our communities,” she says.

D.V.M./M.P.H. program director Will Hueston says the University of Minnesota is one of only a few universities in the United States with a veterinary school, school of public health and college of agriculture on the same campus, and is in a unique position to offer these specialty programs. “We’ll be training the next group of public health leaders for the nation,” he says.

Over 100 CVM students will work with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources to collect a significant number of tissue samples from hunter-harvested deer the first two weekends of the hunting season at multiple regions throughout the State of Minnesota. This model will facilitate extensive surveillance for chronic wasting disease, another demonstration of the critical need for trained public health veterinarians to address new emerging diseases.

For more information on the new D.V.M./M.P.H. options, go to www.cvm.umn.edu or call 612-624-4747.
As Summer Institute students learned from a visit of Michael Foods’ Egg Products Company, safe eggs start with healthy chickens. Michael Foods, one of the nation’s largest egg producers, was just one of the exciting field trips conducted during the Summer Institute. Will Hueston, D.V.M., Ph.D. led the tour, where participants learned how 1.3 million eggs cross daily from the henhouse over a block-long conveyor belt unit into the elaborate, mechanized world of food processing. Eggs are cracked and then processed into hundreds of products from cooked omelets to liquid products. Worker safety, food security and regulatory compliance are taken very seriously.

Hershell Ball, vice president of research and development, one of the group tour guides, described the care and handling of chickens, eggs and their by-products. “The elaborate cleaning, sorting, handling and processing of the eggs is necessary to ensure the safety of the food we deliver to consumers,” says Ball.

When you pick up your eggs at the grocery store, do you wonder if they are free from food-borne illness? Not usually, thanks to the researchers who study disease, its transmission and the producers who implement safe production practices – a partnership critical to the safety of poultry and egg products and their human consumers.

Food safety and biosecurity are just two of today’s public health concerns. The College of Veterinary Medicine, together with the School of Public Health and the College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences, offer a three-week Public Health Summer Institute. The Summer Institute provides a one-of-a-kind opportunity to learn from University faculty experts and other leaders in public health fields.

The learning experience is targeted at professionals in public health, occupational health and safety, environmental health, public safety, food production, food processing and agricultural industries. This year’s Summer Institute attracted over 139 students; triple the number enrolled last year. The growth is a reflection of the critical need for public health professionals trained in a broader set of disciplines. The courses help individuals build their academic credentials by taking specific classes toward an advanced degree, a dual degree or a certificate.

Are Your Eggs and Egg Products Safe?

Jeffrey Klausner, dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine and Summer Institute students learn about egg production from Hershell Ball, vice president of research and development at Michael Foods’ Egg Products Company.
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How did you spend your summer vacation? Six veterinary students spent several weeks in California helping to eradicate the deadly and potentially economically disastrous exotic Newcastle disease, or END.

END was discovered in California in the fall of 2002. The disease—which the U.S. Department of Agriculture calls “probably one of the most infectious diseases of poultry in the world”—causes flu-like illness and death in chickens, turkeys, and other birds. The last time it appeared in the United States (also in California), in the early 1970s, 12 million birds were destroyed before it was eradicated a year and a half later.

The six veterinary students were among 1,400 veterinarians and other veterinary students and workers participating in the USDA-led effort. They helped ensure compliance with quarantines, educated poultry producers, and worked with representatives of the poultry industry on procedures for preventing spread of the disease.

“This task force experience has exposed me to the role that a USDA veterinarian plays in public health, and also the political aspect of practicing veterinary medicine for a government entity,” says first-year student Jonathan Shearar, who worked with a commercial biosecurity group in Colton, California.

“What a great way to meet veterinarians and vet students and explore an area of veterinary medicine that I had yet to consider as a career choice,” says Katie Carlson, another first-year student assigned to Colton.

In addition to the students, professor Walt Mackey traveled to California to help with the project. “It’s a major effort out there,” says Mackey. He spent his three-week shift—12 hours a day, seven days a week—teaching biosecurity measures to owners of large poultry flocks. “I wanted to see California, and I did. I wanted to see the poultry industry, and I did. It was quite an adventure.”

According to Andre Ziegler, an assistant professor with the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory who spent two weeks in California in January helping with the diagnostic laboratory system there, the effort has been quite successful. “The current control measures appear to be working as the number of new cases continues to dwindle in the area,” he says. “I would suspect within a few months this will be wrapped up.”

Dairy Lab continued from page 4

Recently the lab introduced a mastitis test kit for use on the farm. The kit makes it possible for producers to determine the best way to manage a sick animal in just 12 to 14 hours.

“This test helps distinguish the cows that need to be treated from those that don’t,” says clinical and population sciences professor Ralph Farnsworth, who founded the laboratory with colleague Russell Bey, professor of veterinary pathobiology.

Depending on the dairy and time of year, this “on-farm test” has helped participating dairy producers reduce antibiotic use by 40 to 70 percent, according to Bey. For more information, contact the laboratory at 612-615-7053.
Veterinarians have served our country as members of the U.S. Army Veterinary Corps since 1916. They enhance the health and well-being of animal and military members by promoting public health and advancing the science of veterinary medicine. Their contributions to the national defense have been significant, encompassing all facets of the veterinary profession.

Steve Dick, class of 2003, has joined this elite group of individuals using his veterinary talents to ensure the safety and security of food supplies, helping keep government-owned animals healthy and assisting in research. Many veterinarians deliver veterinary public health programs around the world and are instrumental in protecting not only our nation’s health, but the world’s. Approximately 410 veterinarians, 63 warrant officers, and 1,402 enlisted soldiers serve on active duty in the Army Veterinary Service. Members of the corps have the unique opportunity to use their veterinary skills in non-traditional services.

Frank Cerra, senior vice president of the Academic Health Center, noted “the profession needs strong advocates for animal and public health who will work in an interdisciplinary manner to achieve the greatest good to benefit all.”

“These stellar individuals set national policy, discover new diseases, push the boundaries of conventional veterinary medicine and seek to discover new and novel approaches in science,” say Jerry Jaax. “They work to unlock the mysteries of disease and illness by applying their knowledge and skill in unique settings,” adds Nancy Jaax.
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Carl Osborne, a faculty member since 1964, is internationally acclaimed for his work in nephrology and urology. This important research has led to the development of revolutionary approaches to preventing the formation of urinary tract stones and reducing the need for surgery by medically dissolving existing stones. He is founder and director of the Minnesota Urology Center at the College of Veterinary Medicine.

Q: How did you end up doing research in an academic setting?

A: I came to the University of Minnesota as a clinical intern with the idea of going into private practice. Good mentors, including Dr. Donald Low, steered me toward teaching and research. I discovered that I could be in the clinic and have a research focus. This is important because the best veterinary medical centers in the world not only use contemporary knowledge to benefit their patients, they create new knowledge. It has been a very satisfying career.

Q: When you look back at your career, what are you most proud of?

A: That’s pretty tough. What I feel best about is being involved in clinical teaching and research and having the opportunity to contribute to the well-being of others.

Q: What do you like best about your job?

A: I remember one time I said to somebody, “there’s no work to the work.” The person said to me, “Not if you’re interested in it.” Every day is a challenge that brings great satisfaction.

Q: What do you see in the future of urolith management?

A: I see less invasive techniques, improved methods for putting stones back into solution, improved methods for preventing them, and better methods of understanding why they form. Gene therapy could play a role—for example, it’s well known that dalmations get a lot of urate stones, so that’s something we might be able to deal with on a genetic basis.

Q: What do you consider your greatest accomplishment?

A: My next one. My colleagues and I are working on several strategies to prevent and dissolve calcium oxalate stones. I’m also focusing on the medical management of renal failure.
In animal shelters everywhere, dogs and cats eagerly await that special person to take them home. University veterinary students are enhancing animals’ odds of being adopted while improving their own skills through the Elective Small Animal Surgery rotation, a collaboration between the University of Minnesota, the Veterinary Hospital Association, and the Humane Society for Companion Animals (HSCA).

Senior students who choose the rotation—and almost all do—perform physical exams and blood tests and then spay or neuter pets awaiting adoption at HSCA. They work under the close supervision of veterinarians. Depending on needs, they may also perform other procedures such as declaw removal and dental prophylaxis. They even have the opportunity to work with rabbits.

The program, which began in 1997, attracts 70 to 75 students each year and serves about 750 animals each year, according to course coordinator Rebecca McComas, assistant clinical specialist in the Department of Small Animal Clinical Sciences.

“The purpose of this rotation is to help students become more prepared for small animal practice,” McComas says. She notes that the pets and the shelter benefit, too, because the animals are more readily adoptable. The students are also helping to reduce pet overpopulation and adoptors appreciate the convenience of having the surgery already completed. Practitioners in the community benefit by having skillful new associates.

“It’s a great model because it fills the need of several different groups. It’s wonderful to have partners to provide this opportunity,” notes McComas.

Students Help Children Be Pet-Wise

How do you approach a strange dog? What’s it like to be a veterinarian? These are just two of the topics covered by veterinary students when they visit elementary schools as part of an outreach program sponsored by the College of Veterinary Medicine. The program began in 1996 as part of a larger effort that linked Minneapolis’ culturally diverse Phillips neighborhood with University resources.

“It’s been very fun, very rewarding, and we’re going to continue doing it,” says course co-coordinator Scott Wells.
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SERVICE TO REFERRING VETERINARIANS

In Case of Emergency: Call the U

Anyone who has a pet knows that problems may occur any hour of the day. Fortunately, whether it’s frightening seizures in the middle of the night, a broken leg before breakfast, or a sock swallowed on a Saturday, the Veterinary Medical Center Small Animal Emergency Services is here to help. Emergency Services provides quality care for pets in critical or urgent care situations—24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The service has access to the medical center’s advanced diagnostic, monitoring, and treatment options where specialized emergency room veterinarians stabilize patients and start them on the road to health.

Emergency services are available for large animals, too. For more information for either small animal or large animal emergencies, call 612-625-9711.

Eye to Eye: Ophthalmology Care at the Veterinary Medical Center

Veterinarians who encounter tough ophthalmologic problems have a valuable ally in the Veterinary Medical Center’s Ophthalmology Service. Staffed by two board-certified ophthalmologists, the service provides treatment of a variety of eye problems, including cataracts, glaucoma, dry eye, and intraocular tumors.

New to the service this summer is James Schoster. A diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Ophthalmologists, Schoster has more than 25 years experience in veterinary ophthalmology in Ohio, Wisconsin and Minnesota. He is particularly interested in ophthalmic surgery, including intraocular, corneal and ophthalmic plastic surgery and enjoys working on all species, including horses. To schedule an appointment, call 612-625-1919.

Veterinary Teaching Hospital Changes Name

After serving Minnesotans and their animals for more than 50 years, the University of Minnesota Veterinary Teaching Hospital was recently renamed as the University of Minnesota Veterinary Medical Center.

The citizens of Minnesota need a safe food supply, protection from emerging infectious diseases, remedies for chronic diseases, and state-of-the-art care for Minnesota’s companion and food animals. In addition, CVM programs are vital to Minnesota’s economic health. Our College’s programs are well positioned to address these critical issues. Below are some highlights.

**Educating Current and Future Veterinarians and Biomedical Scientists**

- Approximately 311 professional veterinary students and 102 graduate students attend the college.
- During 2002-03, 74 D.V.M. degrees, four Master’s degrees and nine Ph.D. degrees were awarded; eight internships and ten clinical residencies were completed.
- 272 educational outreach programs were delivered to professionals and community members.

**Discovering and Disseminating New Knowledge and Skills**

- Research expenditures were $15.5 million in the past year. Researchers received $3.4 million in new grant money.
- Faculty share their discoveries – and protect the University’s intellectual property – through invention disclosures, patents, and licenses. Faculty filed multiple disclosures, 2 patents and 1 license was issued.
- Faculty member Mitch Abrahamsen sequenced the genome of *cryptosporidium parvum*, through a National Institutes of Health grant.

**Providing Innovative Veterinary Services**

**Medical Center**

- Managed over 43,000 patient admissions of which dogs comprise 72% of the total patients; cats 21%; horses 5%; and all others including food animals, pocket pets, and exotic animals 2%.
- Opened the Medical Center’s first satellite clinic based at a southern Twin Cities veterinary emergency care center. The service provides a board-certified surgeon one day a week for minor surgical procedures and consultations with referring veterinarians.
- Developed a Pet Loss Support Group for clients of the Medical Center.
- Named faculty member Roberto E. Novo, a board-certified veterinary surgeon, as the medical director.
- Created and implemented a volunteer program, which serves clients by greeting, escorting and answering questions.

**Diagnostic Laboratory**

- Evaluated 61,796 accessions, each accession representing a request for laboratory assistance because of animal health or productivity concerns. 17 faculty, 65 staff, and 16 students conducted nearly 1.2 million laboratory tests.
- Received $1.5 million from the State Legislature to remodel laboratory space to provide state-of-the-art...
molecular diagnostics, transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, and mastitis testing services.

- Expanded endocrinology and epidemiology service to respond to the ever-changing world of infectious disease detection and prevention.
- Selected by the CDC as a full member of the Laboratory Response Network to conduct national monkeypox testing; the first veterinary laboratory to receive this distinction.

Raptor Center
- Admitted 854 birds of prey, including 89 bald eagles, and released 214 birds back into the wild. More than 300 volunteers contributed approximately 24,000 hours to the program, the equivalent of more than 11 full time employees.
- Conducted more than 645 educational programs for schools, community organizations and corporations nationwide, reaching 150,000 people.

Animal Health & Food Safety Center
- Established a Veterinary Rapid Response Team where student volunteers respond to critical public health emergencies. Last fall, 32 students collaborated with DNR officials to collect samples for CWD testing from hunter-harvested deer.
- Hosted Just-in-Timing training sessions for veterinarians, public health professionals, and food producers on chronic wasting disease, West Nile virus, and BSE in collaboration with agencies such as Minnesota’s Department of Natural Resources, Department of Health, Department of Agriculture, Board of Animal Health, Metropolitan Mosquito Control Board and the U.S. Department of Agricultural – Animal Plant and Health Inspection Services.
- Received national recognition in response to media inquiries into zoonotic diseases including BSE and monkeypox. Will Hueston, the Center's director, participated as an international expert panel member in the investigation of Canada’s handling of the BSE-infected cow.
Finances

Financial Highlights

Sources of Revenue

CVM Generated Revenue
- Veterinary Teaching Hospital $14,769,215
- Tuition 5,533,008
- Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 4,434,991
- Sales & Service 4,987,270
- Endowments & Gifts 2,182,112
- Other 648,189
Subtotal 32,554,785

Centrally Allocated Revenue
- State Funding 9,354,585
- State Special 3,107,822
- Ag & Experiment Station 3,546,447
- MN Extension Service 458,807
- Other 366,091
Subtotal 16,833,752

Research Grants
- National Institutes of Health 3,208,005
- Private Industry 2,361,923
- USDA 1,428,773
- Other 101,687
Subtotal 7,100,388

TOTAL REVENUE $ 56,488,925

Expenditures

Faculty Salary/Department Support $9,598,153
Veterinary Teaching Hospital 15,932,731
Research 17,806,509
CVM Operations 4,338,862
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 4,434,991
The Raptor Center/Outreach/Public Service 4,377,680
TOTAL EXPENSES $56,488,926
The College of Veterinary Medicine extends a sincere thank you to all the individuals, corporations and foundations that made a contribution between July 1, 2002 and June 30, 2003.

**Individual Contributions**

**Over $500,000**
- Cynthia S & Addison L Piper
- Richard & Barbara B. Anderson
- Dr. Linda L. Donerkiel
- Ruth E. Foster
- James & Chriss Renier Fund-Minneapolis Foundation

**$25,000 - $50,000**
- Dr. Robert K. & Winifred C. Anderson
- Dr. Linda L. Donerkiel
- Ruth E. Foster
- James & Chriss Renier Fund-Minneapolis Foundation

**$5,000 - $24,999**
- Katherine H. Anderson
- M. Dean & Barbara S. Asbury
- Dr. Vanessa D. Dayton
- Barbara E. & John D. Holm
- Kathy & Hans J. Jorgensen
- Neil N. & June Lapidus
- Lisa & John C. Mac Millan
- Arthur R. Magnusson
- Geri R. & Darwin R. Reedy
- Dr. Arlynn W. & Ann Schwanke
- Patrick L. Soderlund
- Prof. Judith T. Younger

**$1,000 - $4,999**
- Jeanne M. Ahrenholz
- Cindy L. & Bernard P. Aldrich
- Ellen B. Andersen
- Ronald E. & Joyce L. Beauchane
- Dr. Ford Watson Bell
- Dr. Ivan R. Berk
- Dr. Ivy M. Celender
- Robert F. & Debra Cervenka
- Michael E. & Lucinda W. Chorley
- L. Jacqueline Cottingham-Zierdt
- Mimi K. Davidson
- Dr. Wendell J. & Marjorie J. De Boer
- Dr. Scott A. Dee
- Paula F. & Charles J. Farho
- Litton E. S. Field Jr. & Anne M. Hazelroth
- Dr. Pierce Fleming
- Dr. Peter H. Franz
- Peter L. & Patricia O. Frechette
- Jacqueline & Joseph Garamella
- Dr. Perry J. & Barbara T. Gehring
- Gary S. & Marsha Gronneberg
- Drs. Pamela J. Hand & William D. Hueston
- Rod & Carol Hanson
- Nancy M. Harris
- Gregory W. Hart
- Susan G. Haugen
- Vernon H. Heath
- Dr. Richard V. & Glenda Huston
- E. James Isenor & Mary Cantin
- John F. Jones III
- Dr. Kory Kaye
- Dr. Douglas A. Kern
- Brian R. King & Helen D. Van Dyke King
- Bunny Larson

**$500 - $999**
- Lynn L. & Steven A. Brekke
- Larry D. Bjorklund
- Audrey Boyle
- James J. & Darleen R. Cassidy
- Norma M. & Edward W. Cirlacy
- Dr. James E. Collins
- Judith S. Corson
- Carl M. D’Aquila
- Mary Elise Dennis
- Dr. Donald J. Doss
- Thomas E. & Mary M. Dougherty
- Dr. Susan L. Fehr-Sawyer
- Jane S. Flanders
- Dr. Barbara J. Follstad
- Herbert C. Gardner
- Kelly J. Germain
- Dr. Kenneth L. Greiner
- Kent Hanson
- Dr. Robert M. & Sharon K. Hardy
- Janis L. Hovda
- Aaron L. Hozid
- Maria A. Hughes
- Drs. Larry D. Johnson & Gemma E. Drees
- Edward J. Kosciolk
- Dr. David F. Long
- Mary K. Longfellow
- Dr. Andrew R. Lucyszyn
- Dr. Marvin R. Maas
- Kenneth C. & Susan F. Madsen
- Jean A. Mc Callum
- Kathleen M. Mc Laughlin & Daryl Skobba
- Dr. James B. Moe
- Steven D. Moore
- Carol M. Moss
- Donald J. & Jean M. Mueting
- Dr. Nicholas D. Nash
- Patricia W. & John D. Nelson
- Walter H. Ogbum
- Kenneth M. Olson
- Mabel J. Olson
- Dr. Carl A. Osborne
- Delores F. Pallansch
- Dr. Leonard J. Partridge
- William J. Pederson & Jacqueline G. Granus
Dr. Victor & Virginia J. Perman
Douglas L. & Anne C. Petersen
Dr. Katherine T. Ranzinger
Dr. Stuart G. & Pam A. Rice
Charles R. Rich
Richard P. Romer
Dr. Kent M. & Kathy T. Rosenblum
Nancy Rudstrom
Dr. Stephanie L. Russo
Nancy L. Rydholm
Teresa M. & Kenneth Sanders
Ann L. & T. R. Schwalen
Pamela Shinler-Jones
Dr. Jan G. Ciganek
Marcia K. & John R. Copeland
Kevin A. & Holly Dahl
Michelle & Bill Dingwall
Roger P. Dollfus Jr.
Paula M. Dosland
Joel & Jan Erickson
Dr. Barbara C. Farrell
Dr. Janice Fleming
Dr. Thomas F. Fletcher
Paul M. & Donna J. Floyd
Meta C. Gaertner
Dr. Kathy A. Gervais
Alvin A. & Rosanne T. Gloege
Dr. Eric L. Goullaud
Dr. Angela M. Greco
Suzette M. Gregorich
Jill C. & Jock K. Grier
Dr. Mary Margaret Gross
William C. Hauser
Dr. Harvey D. Hilley
John W. & Darla R. Kellner
Dr. Albert L. Klingsporn
Jill C. & Jock K. Grier
Dr. Mary Margaret Gross
William C. Hartranft
Sally M. & Robert G. Hauser
Dr. Harvey D. Hilley
John W. & Darla R. Kellner
Dr. Albert L. Klingsporn
Judith E. Krow
Constance & Nicholas La Fond
Dr. Elden G. Lamprecht
Dr. Andre C. Lapeyre III & Ann M. Lapeyre
Richard A. Larson
Jane E. Larson
Dr. Richard Larson
Dorothy L. Larson
Herbert A. & Elizabeth J. LePlatt
Dr. Jody P. Lulich
J. C. & Ann S. Mathews
Dr. Charles W. Mc Pherson
Abbie & Curtis J. Miller
Dr. Larry T. Morrisette
Kathleen A. & Lawrence A. Mottl
Susan K. O’Conner-Von
Thomas H. & Sally D. Patterson
Karim M. Peterson
William J. & Patricia A. Phipps
Donna J. Plunkett
Dr. Gerald S. Post
Dr. Melvin M. Prantner
Suzanne R. Proudfoot
Dr. Pauline M. Rakich
Dr. Patrick T. Redig
Dr. Brian D. & Debra K. Roggow
Annette Jo & Gerald M. Rosen
Dr. J. Patrick Ryan
Carol J. & Thomas J. Slattery
John C. Smith
Eleanor H. Spicola
Mary E. Stacke
Beverly & Carl A. Steffen
Judith D. Straub
James W. & Carol A. Sundet
Dee Ann L. Thompson
Randall L. & Christa J. Treichel
Ronald J. & Stacy Turos
Clara M. Ueland & Walter R. Mc. Carthy
Dr. Rebecca Ann Urbanski
Joy E. Van Niel
Cheryl D. Vernon
Robert P. Widstrand
Dr. Barry L. Yano

$250 - $499

Susan J. Albrecht
Charles J. Alfonso
Dr. Trevor R. Ames
Dr. Michael J. Anderson
Ganth R. Anderson
David J. & Suzanne M. Bardouche
Grace Ann Bartels
Janice M. Becker
Dr. Alvin M. Becker
Donald Brostrom
Carol J. Carlson
Mario A. Castillo

$100 - $249

Gerald G. & Carol A. Adams
Jon R. Albinson
Barbara A. Aman
Dr. Gary L. Andersen
Dr. Eugene R. Anderson
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald D. Anderson
Renee D. Anderson
Dr. Daniel E. Anderson
Dr. Matthew J. Anderson
Susan Townsend Andrews
Rosalind Annen
Leland & Nancy Annett
Arlene D. Armbruster
Judee Arnsin
Ray E. & Margaret B. Artz
Daryl Averey
Pat Bantli
Ardis & Jim Barnett
Dr. Gary J. Batenhorst
Alan C. Baum
Debra Potter Bauman & Bruce W. Bauman
Dr. Colleen S. Baumtrogl
Corinne D. Becker
Jerry A. & Diane M. Beckrich
Dr. Kathleen R. C. Beer
Dennis Belanger & Barbara English-Belanger
Ann M. Bellaver
Dr. Philip H. Berends
Michael Betti & Stephanie Hammes-Betti
Dr. Ingrid A. Bey
M. Gail Bieber
Gloria Bjorklund
Charles & Sheila A. Blanker
Dr. Bruce J. Bordelon
Jo Ann C. Bounk
Dr. Susan E. Bowers
Kathryn Boyne
Dr. Matthew K. Bratager
Lu Ann C. Brenno
Dr. David P. Bronder
Allen Brookins-Brown
Kathryn A. Brostrom
Dr. T. E. Brown
Dr. Ann E. Brownlee
Gloria J. Brownlee
Dr. Cindy J. Brunner
Austin D. Bryan & Ann S. Longfellow
Drs. Deborah A. Bryant & Nathan L. Winkelman
Dr. Eugene C. Buchner
Stephen W. & Elizabeth M. Buckingham
Dr. Joanne Buehner
Dr. William L. Burnap
Dr. James A. Burns
Alan & Maryann C. Bush
Marna Ozmun Bye
Timothy A. Byrne
Dr. Allan R. Carlson
Dr. Richard E. Carlson
Dr. Cathy Sue Carlson
Dr. Kevin Taylor
Robert L. & Lois Chaffin
Marian S. & Keith S. Champlin
Ramsi P. Chaudhari
Diane Christensen
Laura L. Christensen
“The University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine is a tremendous asset to the equine industry in Minnesota. We are proud to support the new Equine Center.”

The Minnesota Horse Council and Minnesota Horse Expo made a $100,000 commitment to the Equine Center campaign.

The planned new Equine Center will provide far better service for the Minnesota equine community. It also promises to attract world-class equine faculty and practitioners to study, teach and treat horses throughout the region. For information about the Equine Center campaign, contact Kathleen McLaughlin at 612-624-1247.
“We all owe the College a great deal for our professional training and the opportunities that it provided us. As Isaac Newton observed, ‘If I have seen further than you, it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants.’ May the new young professionals gain as much benefit from their education as I have.” Dr. Wendell Niemann ’57, on the importance of supporting the Class of 1957 Scholarship.

Elizabeth D. Nunnally
Dr. Jane E. Nygaard
Dr. Daniel S. Oakes
Sally A. Oberstar
William R. Ockert
Susan M. Oke
Dr. Roland C. Olson
Dr. Jon P. Olson
Dr. Carol J. Ormond
Dr. Kathryn M. Otto
Janet E. Owen
Christopher L. Pachel
Gregory & Kathryn Palmquist
Dr. Robert T. Pane
Charles L. Parker
Drs. Daniel S. & Sara G. Patton
Jean Paulsen
J. Peter & Carla L. Paulson
Margery Peters
Douglas F. Peterson
Dr. Donald J. Peterson
Maureen C. & Gary M. Petrucci
Dr. Carl L. Pew
Dr. Arun P. Phatak
Dr. Donald E. Pietz
Dr. Susan M. Poirot
Dr. Richard D. Prine
Linda K. Puelston
Peter W. Rainey
Dr. Terrence E. Rapacz
Jenna Rasmussen
Margaret Ratcliff
Karen A. Reed
Dr. Brian K. Reed
Dr. JoAnn R. Reed
Dr. Kent R. Refsal
Lorna Reichl & Roger Peters
Margaret Reis
Dr. James H. Reynolds
Dr. William S. Rice
Martha R. Richter
Dr. Rodney J. Riewer
James K. & Jacqueline G. Rifenbergh
Christine Roberts
Dr. John C. Rodgers
Dr. Daina B. Rosen
Cindy J. & N. Edward Rosvall
Dr. Lyle W. Rud
Dr. Larry D. Russell
Noel A. Ryan
Dr. Ann M. Sakamoto
Robert K. Sandager
Maureen M. & Stephen K. Schenck
Tammy S. Schexnaider
Dr. Rodger D. Schneck
Loretta Scholten
Dr. Peter R. Schreiner
Dr. Peter J. Schultheiss
Joanne R. & Jimmy F. Schultz
David A. & Helene L. Schultz
Dr. Charles D. Schwantes
Andrew & Kathleen K. Scott
Susan L. Searle
Jean Sedlak
Shirley M. Severson
Scott Shaller
Dr. Raghubir P. Sharma
Dr. Ian G. Shaw
Jean Shea
Craig T. Shields
David A. & Linda P. Shields
Steven A. & Jill L. Sicheneder
Dr. Jacob W. Sieck
Dr. Francis E. Siegfried
Amy Silvermann & Barry R. Rubin
Stanley R. & Linda L. Simkins
Dr. Kathleen K. Simo
Dr. Ron K. Simon
Dr. Randy R. Simonson
Karen A. Siracusa
Dr. Lawrence J. Sirinek
Mona T. Smisek
Dr. Kevin J. Smykowski
Julie L. Snell
Dr. Margaret R. Souby
Dr. David A. Spong
David Sprowl
Richard C. Standish
Mary B. Stark
Dennis Stehr
Paul S. Stein & Margaret E. Powers
Dr. Robert H. Steinkraus
George & Marymina Stenger
Delores E. Stenzel
Larry E. Stern
Dr. Philip G. Stevenson
Dr. Mary A. Stiles
Dr. Gregory S. Svoboda
Henrietta & Douglas Swacina
Roland S. Swanson
Janice L. Swanson
Dr. James A. Swenberg
Anne E. & Glenn R. Swenson
Anne L. Taylor
Thomas A. & Julie E. Theiringer
Dr. Donald E. Theodorson
Dr. Rodney V. Thieleke
Dr. Kevin N. Thorgaard
Dr. Eric A. Thorsgard
Dr. Elizabeth N. Thorson
Harold & Mary Tilstra
Dr. Mark D. Titus
Paul M. & Pat M. Tolbert
Deana M. Trujillo
Dr. Jeffrey W. Tyler
Dr. Richard R. Uhlig
Dr. Kevin P. Varner
Paula J. Vesely
Paula Vicker
James F. Voegeli
Dr. Alan V. Vogen
Lori A. Vosejoka
Dr. Sharon A. Wachs
Dr. William W. & Grace P. Wagnild
Lewis & Patricia Walker
T. K. & Linda L. Walling
Dr. George T. Walters
Agnes M. Walz
Dr. Thomas W. Wanous
Dr. Robert B. Waterman
Dr. David J. Waters
Jonathan B. Watson
Prof. Richard F. Weatherman & Louellen N. Essex
Lois B. & Heinz P. Weise
Gerald D. Wendorff
Dr. Donald R. Wenger
Dr. Jolee Wennersten
Dr. Philip J. Whalen
David R. Whitcomb
Diane & Duane Whitney
Dr. Thomas H. Whitten
Dr. Preston P. & Sharon R. Williams
Dr. Michael D. Williams
Dr. Cynthia C. Willke
Gary W. Winger
Michael D. Witte & Judith Mirabito Witte
Dr. Laura J. Wold
Dr. Maureen E. Wolfgram
Dr. Charles B. Woods
Jerome J. Workman Sr.
Dr. Stuart D. Wyand
M. Wysockey
Dr. Rick G. Yantes
Thomas E. Youngblood

Organizations

$50,000-$249,999
Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica Inc.
Church & Dwight Co. Inc.
Gander Mountain
Greycoach Foundation
Hill’s Pet Nutrition Inc.
Monsanto
PIC USA Inc.

$25,000 - $49,999
Dong Bang Company LTD
Genetiporc Inc.
Merial Limited
Minnesota Turkey Research & Promotion Council
Monsanto Choice Genetics Inc.
Nestle Purina Petcare Co.

$5,000 - $24,999
3M Foundation Inc.
Agstar Financial Services ACA
Allied Pharmaceuticals Inc.
American Physiological Society
Cabela’s
Leech Lake Distributors Inc.
Lurie Beskof Lapidus & Co. LLP
Charitable Foundation
Newport Laboratories Inc.

$1,000 - $4,999
Amer. Veterinary Medical Foundation
Amer. Water Spaniel Club Inc.
Companion Animal Hospital
gram places enrolled animals in a loving foster home and the College provides their medical care and food. PerPETual Care can give you peace of mind knowing your beloved companion will never be homeless. Call 612-624-1247 for enrollment information.
Endowed scholarships help students overcome the tremendous burden of educational debt the now averages over $80,000 and in some cases is in excess of $100,000. Endowing a scholarship in honor or memory of a loved one or faculty member is a tribute that will last in perpetuity. Call the Development office at 612-624-1247 for more information.

Blue Ridge Veterinary Assoc. Inc.  
Brainerd Animal Hospital  
Brandon Animal Hospital of Roanoke Inc.  
Briargate Blvd. Animal Clinic  
Brown Animal Hospital Inc.  
Brumley Veterinary Clinic  
Bullard Animal Hospital Inc.  
Burnt Hills Veterinary Hospital PC  
Care Animal Hospital PC  
Caseville Small Animal Clinic  
Cedar Valley Veterinary Center PC  
Central States Dressage  
Central Wisconsin Vizsla Club  
Charlotte Animal Hospital PA  
Chatsworth Animal Hospital Inc.  
Children’s Country Day School  
Chili Animal Care PC  
Churchland Animal Clinic Inc.  
Clear Creek Animal Hospital  
College Village Animal Clinic Inc.  
Colonial Manor Animal Hospital  
Colonial Terrace Animal Hospital P C  
Columbia Veterinary Hospital Inc.  
Community Animal Hospital  
Companion Animal Care Center  
Companion Pet Clinic-McMinnville  
Companion Pet Clinic-N Salem  
Companion Pet Clinic-W est Linn  
Countryside Veterinary Clinic  
Courtney Animal Hospital  
Critter Fixer Pet Hospital  
Croix Valley Veterinary Serv.  
Cross Creek Stables  
Crossroads Animal Hospital Inc.  
Crossroads Animal Hospital Ltd.  
Daktari Bovine Reproductive Srv.  
Davis Animal Care Center  
Delmar Veterinary Associates PC  
Deluxe Corp. Foundation  
Desert Inn Animal Hospital  
Dickman Road Veterinary Clinic  
Dixie Veterinary Clinic  
Dog & Cat Hospital Inc.  
Downriver Veterinary Assoc  
Dr. K’s Animal Hospital Inc.  
Dunctel Veterinary Hospital Inc.  
East Detroit Animal Hospital  
Ebenezer Animal Hospital  
Ebensburg Animal Hospital  
Excelsior Springs Animal Clinic Inc.  
Family Veterinary Clinic  
Flat Creek Animal Clinic PC  
Fork Union Animal Clinic PC  
Fountain Inn Animal Clinic  
Fox Veterinary Hospital Inc.  
Funk Animal Hospital Inc.  
Gage Animal Hospital  
Germantown Pky. Animal Hospital  
Gloucester Veterinary Hospital Ltd.  
Governor’s Ave. Animal Hospital Inc.  
Grand Avenue Animal Hospital  
Grayling Hospital for Animals  
Grayslake Animal Hospital Ltd.  
Greener Twin Cities United Way  
Green Lake Pet Hospital  
Groton-Ledyard Veterinary Hosp.  
H. J. Heine Co. Foundation  
Happistance Complete Vet Care Clinic  
Hastings Veterinary Clinic Ltd.  
Hawthorne Animal Hospital  
Highland Animal Hospital PA  
Highsmith Animal Hospital  
Hudson Road Animal Hospital  
Indian Hills Animal Clinic Inc.  
Interbay Animal Hospital Inc.  
J P & Co  
Jersey-Calhoun Veterinary Hospital  
Judge Ely Animal Hospital & Bird Clinic  
Juno Vet Enterprises Inc.  
Kei-Rin Kennels  
Kennel Club of Freeborn County  
Kingston Animal Hospital Inc.  
Kitty Hawk Animal Hospital Inc.  
Lakemont Veterinary Clinic Inc.  
Laurel Veterinary Clinic  
Lewiston Veterinary Hosp Inc.  
Liberty Veterinary Hospital  
Litztiz Veterinary Clinic  
Lomatt Inc.  
LPC Veterinary Clinic PC  
Mattydale Animal Hospital  
Maxwell Animal Clinic  
McBride Small Animal Hospital  
McCormick Animal Clinic  
Meadowbrook Veterinary  
Mechanic Falls Veterinary Hosp.  
Medearis Drywall  
Meiners Animal Clinic  
Mesquite Veterinary Hospital PC  
Metaline Small Animal Hospital Inc.  
Millcreek Animal Hospital  
Miller Animal Clinic PLC  
Minnesota Valley Pet Hospital PA  
Moon Veterinary Hospital  
Mountain Vista Animal Hospital  
Murrayville Veterinary Clinic  
Nicholas Turkey Breeding Farms  
Night Hawk Kennels  
North Valley Animal Clinic  
Northbridge Veterinary Assoc  
Northgate Animal Hospital Inc.  
Northwest Animal Hospital P C  
Oak Ridge Veterinary Hospital LLC  
Olive Branch Animal Clinic  
Osceola Veterinary Service  
Packerland Veterinary Center Ltd.  
Paw Prints Animal Hospital Inc. PC  
Peachtree Corners Animal Clinic PC  
Pecos-Russell Animal Hospital Inc.  
Pet Health Clinic  
Pet Street Station Animal Hosp.  
Pet Vet Family Pet Care Center  
Piper’s Riverdale Animal Clinic  
Pitts Veterinary Hospital PC  
Plaza Veterinary Hospital  
Plymouth Veterinary Clinic  
Promotion Resource Alliance Inc.  
Rainbow Animal River Hospital Inc.  
Red Mountain Animal Hosp Inc.  
Robbins Road Animal Clinic  
Rockaway Animal Hospital  
Russell Animal Hospital PA  
Sand Lake Veterinary Clinic Inc.  
Sarasota Animal Hospital  
Scenic Hills Animal Hospital  
Schoolcraft Veterinary Clinic PLC  
Seneca Animal Hospital PC  
Smith Veterinary Hospital Inc.  
South Shore Animal Hospital  
Southern Veterinary Center LLC  
St. Francis Hospital for Animals  
St. Joe Center Veterinary Hosp. Inc.  
Sugar House Veterinary Hospital Inc.  
Sunderland Animal Hospital Inc.  
Superstition Animal Hospital  
Suwanee Animal Hospital Inc.  
Temperance Animal Hospital Inc.  
The Ark Animal Clinic  
The Pet Clinic PC  
The Pfizer Foundation  
The Teresa Holland Group Inc.  
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans  
Tidmore Veterinary Hospital  
Tierce Inc.  
Twin Maples Veterinary Hospital Inc.  
University Animal Clinic Inc.  
US Bancorp Foundation  
Veterinary Center of Liberty  
Village Animal Hospital  
Village Veterinary  
W. Roseville Veterinary Hosp.  
Wallenpaupack Vet Clinic  
Waverly Animal Hosp/Bird Clinic  
West Group  
Windham Animal Hospital  
Windy Ridge Riders Horse Club  
Wingert Animal Hospital  
Xcel Energy Foundation  
Yalesville Veterinary Hospital  
Yorkshire Animal Hospital  
Zeeb Animal Hospital

We are grateful for all gifts to the college. Space limitations prevent us from listing donors who contributed less than $100. We have tried to be as accurate as possible in listing donors, and we apologize if we overlooked anyone. Please call 612-624-5315 if we have not listed your contribution correctly.
The College of Veterinary Medicine Tribute Fund received hundreds of gifts this past year in memory of a beloved pet, to honor a pet or pet lover, to celebrate an achievement or show support for a grieving friend.

Tribute gifts were designated for hospital equipment, clinical studies or student scholarships, according to donor wishes. Recipients, as well as donors, take comfort in knowing these gifts will help the lives of many beloved pets in years to come.

**Pet Tribute Gifts FY 2003**

The following gifts honor a pet:

- Abbott, pet of Christine Olstad given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Abby, pet of David & Lynn Palmi given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Abby, pet of Charles & Jan Gunnerson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Abby, pet of Jason Klabal given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Abigail, pet of Margaret Preli given by Animal Health Practice
- Ace, pet of Don & Cheri Haderly given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Ace, pet of Marvin Ruchti given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Adopy, pet of Kevin Kelly given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Adorte, pet of Ola Chalkidis given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Alabar, pet of Bill Cusack given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
- Alex, given by Arlene M. Fried
- Alex, pet of Bev & Mike Shannon given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
- Alice, pet of Joanna Poussette-Dart given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Allie, pet of The Smith Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
- Allie, pet of Jodi Ehlenz given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Alligator, pet of Sarah Booz given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Allyssa, pet of Anna Leah Brades given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Alpha, pet of Kathy Weinberg given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Amanda, pet of Carol Skobla given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Amber, pet of Bill & Teresa Beard given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Amber, pet of Don & Jean Mueting given by Mariko Sugimura
- Andy, pet of Liz Arum given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Angel, pet of Richard Solevin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Angie, pet of The Jesperson Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Anna, pet of Regina Griffin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Anni, pet of Elizabeth Franzen given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Annie, pet of The Cooper Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
- Annie, pet of Brett & Stacy Friesen given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Annie, pet of Cathy Brugter given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
- Apollo, pet of Mike & Sue Maheux given by Animal Health Practice
- Ariel, pet of Lori Thompson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Arlo, pet of Nancy Felland given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
- Artemis, pet of Kathleen & Rick Urban given by Patricia Novak
- Artemis, pet of The Urban Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Ashley, pet of Helen Alborg given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Ashley, pet of Chris Pos given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Avery, pet of The Desnick Family given by Kathleen McLaughlin & Daryl Skobla, Garfield & Maggie
- Avbu, pet of FDNY given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- B.J., pet of Bob & Kathy Church given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- B.J., pet of The Nelson Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Babe, pet of Betty Petty given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
- Baby, pet of The Havrilka Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
- Baby, pet of Kerry Anderson given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
- Baby, pet of Janet Dordal given by Arcade Animal Hospital
- Baby, pet of Linda Theodorou & Jim Hathcock given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Baby, pet of Kathleen Stein given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Baby, pet of Somphonie Voukhkhouen given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Bagel, pet of Laurie Blackwood given by Animal Health Practice
- Bailey, pet of Virginia Heipel given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
- Bailey, pet of Bob & Theresa Siefert given by Bill Pederson
- Bailey, pet of Steve & Tracy Hooker given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Bandit, pet of Maureen & Mary Nelson given by Dr. Erin Malone, Dr. Mauro Verna, & Amy Lorenz
- Bari, pet of Deborah Shain given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Barkley, pet of Todd & Barb Wermerson & Family given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
- Barney, pet of Shannon Hansen & Family given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
- Barney, pet of Nancy Lamon given by Animal Care Clinic
- Baron, pet of Tim & Dori Higgins given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Barr, pet of Brad Bohlen given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
- Bart, pet of Steve Anderson & Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
- Bart, pet of Brenda & Tavana Jefferson given by Patricia Novak & Ralph Weichelbaum
- Bartholomew, pet of Brian Lee Kenet given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Basha, pet of Myra Lobel given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Bayley, pet of Lori Thompson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Bear, pet of The Herz Family given by Animal Health Practice
- Bear, pet of Therese Vance given by Animal Care Clinic
- Bear, pet of Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital given by Kevin & Mona Disse
- Bear, pet of Jeff & Lori Rhudy given by Heritage Pet Hospital
- Beau, pet of Ann Kelley & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
- Beau, pet of Kelly Peshel given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
- Beau, pet of Elisabeth Boas given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Becky, pet of Sue Sergy given by Animal Health Practice
- Ben, pet of The Maistrovich Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
- Bengals, pet of Peter Einstein given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Benjamine, pet of Brenda Sather & Lisa Spanbauer given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Benji, pet of Ursula Godin given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
- Bert, pet of Jim & Sheri Bronson given by Olin Animal Hospital
- Beto, pet of Randi Barr given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
- Biff, pet of Clare Fisher given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
- Bijoux, pet of Melissa Schilling given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Billy, pet of The Mills Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
- Binky, pet of Adria Frede given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
- Blamey, pet of Ginny Simonelli given by Animal Health Practice
- Blamey, pet of Kelly & Kevin Moller given by Arcade Animal Hospital
- Blazer, pet of Peggy Dickerson given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Bluff, pet of Dr. Noordergraaf given by
Drs. Erin Malone, Dan Schar & Justin Hayna
Bob, pet of Martin Duff given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Bobby, pet of Wesley Haase given by
Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Bobby, pet of Walter & Gloria Schlink given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Bobby, pet of Ana Con & Family given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Bonnie, pet of Dr. Robert & Marilyn Gilsdorf given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Bonnie, pet of Andrea Blanch given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Bonzo, pet of Ewelene Slanecka given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Boo, pet of Diane Hughes given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Boodie, pet of Youe Cho given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Boo-Boo, pet of Tom Kennicut given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Boof, pet of Robin & David Burkel Jr given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Boomer, pet of The Napolitan Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Boomer, pet of Carol Barry given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Bouncing Buster, pet of The Loftis Family given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Brandy, pet of Jeanne Potter given by Adrienne Kinkaid
Brandy, pet of Dennis & Carol Winskowski given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Brandy, pet of Steve & Gail Timbeross given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Brandy, pet of Ron & Sharon Mercil given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Brandy, pet of The Weakley Family given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Brandy, pet of Sheri & Kevin & Ashley Litzinger given by Olin Animal Hospital
Brecon, pet of Gertrude Larkin given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Bridgette, pet of Florence Welsh given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Brigitta, pet of Mandy Brash given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Brindle, pet of Audrienne Walters given by The Buckingham’s
Brittany Lynn, pet of Dawnwald & Ken Quatt given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Brooklyn, pet of Lorraine Donovan given by Animal Health Practice
Brumby, pet of Brenda Stoekie given by Animal Health Practice
Bruno, pet of Barbara Schramm given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Brutus, pet of Arveila Rusnak given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Bubba, pet of The Sorenson Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Buck & Chewy, pet of Theresa Joslyn given by Prior Lake Pet Hospital
Bud, pet of William-Thomas Wegner given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Buddy, pet of Joe & Delores Charmoli given by Ark Animal Hospital
Buddy, pet of Al & Nola Peine given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Buddy, pet of The Johnson Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Buffy, pet of Clarence Nelson given by Ark Animal Hospital
Bug, pet of Keith & Lisa Smiley given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Bully, pet of Chris Kuderka given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Bumblebee, pet of Brian Dunleavy & Eileen Shulock given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Bunner, pet of Phyllis Lind given by Animal Care Clinic
Bunny, pet of Jim & Bonnie Wallace given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Burgo, pet of John Flaws given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Burke, pet of Kathy Carpenter given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Burnside Boo, pet of Loretta May given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Burt & Becky, pet of Dr. Edwards given by Mary Everist
Buster, pet of Raymond & Ester Connelly given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Buster, pet of Beverly Billin given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Butch, pet of George & Joanne Luell given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Butterscotch, pet of Sarah & Clern Fortman given by Olin Animal Hospital
Buttons, pet of Helen Fugere given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
C, pet of Mr. & Mrs. R. Deeg given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
C.J., pet of Doris & Robert Devall given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
C.V. Perfidia, pet of Sue Frykman given by Sharon Dreifus
Calypso, given by Kathy Brostrom
Candy, pet of The Sugh Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Carmen, pet of Deborah Jefferson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Carmen, pet of Pepe Diniz given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Carol Stanner, pet of Jean Knapp given by Dr. Anna Davies
Caseopia, pet of Barbara Chienkas given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Casey, pet of Susan Kauzman given by Animal Health Practice
Cash Only Cowboy, given by Philip & Kathy Sheppard
Cashew, pet of Rod & Laura Spading given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Casper, pet of Margaret Kinney given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Cass, pet of Charles & Carol Rice given by Ark Animal Hospital
Cassie, pet of Gayle Klauser & John Arnold given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Cat, pet of Inga Geciena given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Cedar, pet of Jim & Judy Johnson Family given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Chaco, pet of Mary Allard & Rick Constantine given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Chaney, pet of Ignacio Villareal given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Chantal, pet of The Monroe’s given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Chante, pet of James Mancun given by Dr. Beth Boynton
Charlie, pet of Glenn Nordquist given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Charlie, pet of Cecilia Chan given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Charlie Brown, pet of Joann Brown given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Charlotte, pet of Ruth Dannenberg given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Cheebah, pet of Barbara Frink given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Chelsea, pet of Dr. Robert & Marilyn Gilsdorf given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Chelsey, pet of Jon Martini given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Chelsey-Ann, pet of Damian & Dennise Ahlstrom given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Chelsie, pet of Clay & Joyce Young given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Chester, pet of Laurie Carlson given by Animal Health Practice
Chester, pet of Peg Hesse given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Chester, pet of Brad Prunty given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Chief & Windy, pet of Bill & Gwen Williams given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Chloé, pet of Lanny & Karen Marsh given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Chloé, pet of Maya Grant given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Chloe, pet of Patrick Priore given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Chong, pet of The Anderson Family given by Patricia, Ralph & Kipling Weichselbaum
Chucki, pet of Gerald Marcus given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Chumley, pet of Timothy & Dynell Cooley given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Cinder, pet of Rosann Hebert given by Olin Animal Hospital
Cindy, pet of Ted & Bonnie Kiebke given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Cinnamon, pet of Ordean & Sharon Anderson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Cinnamon, pet of Al & Ann Hiniker given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Claire, pet of Elaine Cohen given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Claudia, pet of Sue Crisico given by Animal Health Practice
Cleo, pet of The La Bean Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Cleo, pet of Judith Lemberger given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Cleo, pet of Douglas Newton given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Cleo, pet of James Born given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Cleo & Chelsea, pet of Myrna Orensten given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Cliffy, pet of Julie & Mike Anderson & Family given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Coal, pet of Linda Morgan given by Arcade Animal Hospital
CoCo, pet of Arden & Patricia Sollien given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Coco, pet of Sylvia Alvarado given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Coco, pet of Nancy Perona given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Coca, pet of Joan C. Goering given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Cody, pet of Jennifer Jacobson given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Cody, pet of Sharon Lorton given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Cody, pet of Mr. & Mrs. Gunderson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Cody, pet of Jim & Susan Miller given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Cody, pet of Dean Hoglund given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Colby, pet of The Flackey Family given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Cole, pet of The Steele Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Comanche, given by Dr. Susan Bowers
Connie, pet of Greg & Jenzi Silverman given by Renee & Greg Silverman
Cookie, pet of Christine Cook given by Olin Animal Hospital
Copper, pet of Steven & Sylvia Rogers given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Corky, pet of Dennis & Laurel Scaife given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Cuddles, pet of David & Nancy Johnson given by Ark Animal Hospital
Cuddles, pet of Sharon Smith given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Cyrus, pet of Dr. Tom & Lisa Diffell & Staff given by Patricia, Ralph & Kipling Weichselbaum
Dahjer, pet of David & Sara Beagle given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Daisy, pet of Janice Skeme given by Animal Health Practice
Daisy, pet of Angie McCluhan given by Ark Animal Hospital
Daisy, pet of Glen & Sande Nelson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Daisy, pet of Clem Christensen given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Daisy, pet of Jean Duzan given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Daisy, pet of Asher Johnson given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Daisy, pet of Pat Ludwig given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Daka, pet of Joseph Anastasio given by Animal Health Practice
Dakota, pet of Donald Pleau given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Dallas, pet of Mark Robinson given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Dalton, pet of Rik & Pam Gunderson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Dani, pet of Kim & Rick Bodine given by Olin Animal Hospital
Day, pet of Joel Dean given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Dee Dee, pet of Ronnie Schoelzel given by Animal Health Practice
Deilah, pet of Vito Ditomaso given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Desi, pet of Michael SanGiovanni given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Dexter, pet of Mark Suing given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Digger, pet of Brad adn Jaci Monson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Dima, pet of Zelalem & Daria Temesgen given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Disney, pet of Jolene Durand given by Hudson Road Animal Hospital
Dixie, pet of Rhonda Bumpers given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Dolly, pet of Helen Downey given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Dolores, pet of Emily Oberman given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Dr. Seuss, pet of Nancy Fosnaught given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Dreyfus, pet of Peter Sarro given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Dudley, pet of Mathew & Lynn Campeau given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Dudley, pet of Donald & Sue Swenson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Duffy, pet of Anthony Deslesfano given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Dugan, pet of Keith Hillier given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Duke, pet of Merle & Joan Miller given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Duke, pet of Greg & Tammy Van Moer given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Duke, pet of Anthony Grillo given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Duncan, pet of Stacey Lundberg given by Ark Animal Hospital
Dusty, pet of Ron & Vicki Bjorklund given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Dusty White, pet of Armand & Mari Radke given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Dutchess, pet of Richard & Linda Bergsten given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Dutchess, pet of Jean Sandberg given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Dylan, pet of Cindy Bredbury given by Animal Health Practice
E J., pet of The Bacon Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Eartha & Edelweis, pet of Mary Grazcyk given by Elizabeth Buckingham
Echo, pet of Pat Buchanan given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Eclipse, pet of Gregory Golinski given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Eddy, pet of Joanne McKnight given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Effie, pet of Marie Nelson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Eins, pet of Karen Hinds given by Olin Animal Hospital
Einstein, pet of Atman Binstock given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Elgin, pet of Cathy & Stephen Frances given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Ella, pet of Sara Wood given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Elliott, pet of Michelle Jayne & Dan Peterson given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital

“The Remembrance Ceremony gave me a real sense of peace and the opportunity to celebrate Tiger’s life and what he meant to our family. It was nice to be with others who understand the depth of our loss. Our whole family misses him deeply, but we were pleased to know that our gift in his memory might help others dogs and the families that love them.”

Bricks may be purchased for the Nestles Purina Memories Garden for those who wish to pay tribute to a beloved animal that is no longer with them or for a person who was a lover of animals. Each summer there will be a remembrance ceremony following the installation of the new bricks for the year. The bricks are $250 and $500 and can be inscribed with a personal message. For more information on the Memories Garden or to reserve a brick, call 612-624-5315.
Elise, pet of Don & Sue Kirckof given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Elwood, pet of Nancy Rose given by Jean Larson & Timothy Day
Elwood, pet of Edwin Kramer given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Emily, pet of Jennifer St. Sauver given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Emma, pet of Lucy Johnson & Tom Tollefson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Emma, pet of Mrs. Lucy Bradley & Mr. Ian Brand given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Emperor Jones, pet of Maria Ritter given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Emie, pet of Sheri & Jim Bronson given by Olin Animal Hospital
Etoile, pet of Erika Zerbi given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Etta, pet of Dr. Mark Burns given by Margery Peters
Etta, pet of Margery Peters given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Fairmont, pet of Corrine Vegeter given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Fancy Face, pet of Tricia & Brian Jordan given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Fletcher, pet of Harold & Theresa Corfts given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Filim Flam, pet of Clem & Sarah Fortman given by Olin Animal Hospital
Flipper, pet of Mary & Erv Cahlin Jr. given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Flirt, pet of Carol Cunningham given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Flower, pet of Clay & Jade Matson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Fluffy, pet of Mary Dubbels given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Fluffy, pet of Gail Schultz given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Fluffy, pet of Patti Danko given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Fox, pet of Mr. & Mrs. Don Tungesvick given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Fox, pet of Hansen Family given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Frank, pet of Lisa Tonjum & Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Frankie, pet of Amy Isaac given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Fred, pet of David Kelly given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Fred, pet of Gale Masullo given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Friskie, pet of Mr. & Mrs. H. Mead Caver given by Dr. Beth Boynton
Friskie, pet of Tom & Deb Crowley given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Frisky, pet of Tada Family given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Fritz, pet of Virginia Fairbrother given by Animal Health Practice
Fritzie, pet of Sheryl Levine given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Frosty & Candi, given by Jerry & Louise Workman
Fuji, pet of Carmen Roberts given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Furry, pet of Shirley Fortune given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Fuzzball, pet of Amy Wold given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Gabby, pet of Kelly Mickelson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Gabby, pet of Patrick Lafond Family given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Gabby, pet of The Thomas Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Gabby, pet of Suzanne Jones given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Gamine, pet of Louise Elincoe given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Gbu, pet of Dave Hendrickson given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Gem, pet of Dan & Karen Kelly given by Kathryn Kelly
Georgie, pet of Jeanne Dahneke given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Gideon, pet of The Hart Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Gilbert, pet of Margot Romberg given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Ginger, pet of Mr. Verdie Johnson given by Ark Animal Hospital
Ginger, pet of Dave & Mary Lou Gest given by Charles & Nancy Earl
Ginger, pet of John & Mary Welhaven given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Ginger, pet of Marjorie Wood given by Olin Animal Hospital
Gingerale, pet of Delphine Dobbs given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Gismo, given by James & Nora Ritter
Gizmo, pet of The Stokes Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Gjertie, pet of Sharon Lovo given by Patti, Ralph, Kipling & Karol
Goldie, pet of Fda Ng given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Gooft, pet of Jackie Thieke given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Grace, pet of Richard & Georgia Hecock given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Gracie, pet of Michaelleen Dunson & Al given by Olin Animal Hospital
Gremlin, pet of Sue Ellen Epstein given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Grendel, pet of Brian Pollow & Brian Wagner given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Greyle, pet of Kristen Fredrickson given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Groovy, pet of Meredith Mokrinski given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Gus, pet of The Bjorke Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Hamilton, pet of Eric Miller given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Hamilton, pet of Erik & Christina Miller given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Hammy, pet of Mr. Ron Nigo given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Hana, pet of Merry Solloway given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Hank, pet of Molly Brandt given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Hannah, pet of Bruce & Beth Sherclen given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Harison, pet of Ron & Kelly Gill given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Harroy, pet of Arlene Ebin-Diamond given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Harriet, pet of Ms. Hyo Yen given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Harvey, pet of Shawn & Jolene Laughton given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Herb, pet of Ellen Ziesler given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Hershey, pet of Mike & Julie Brown given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Hi Falutin, pet of Elizabeth Merriman given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Holly, pet of Brian & Julie Guggenberger given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Hollywood, pet of Richard Krumpelmann given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Hondo, pet of Michelle Claydon given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Homer, pet of Richard Porter given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Honey Bear, pet of George & Karen Vallejo given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Hoover, pet of Michael Duran given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Hoss, pet of Ms. Kristi Roberts given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Hot Shot, pet of Sandi Sissel given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Hunter, pet of Le Roy & Mathilda Svenby given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Hunter, pet of Marcia Hill given by Olin Animal Hospital
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I B S, pet of Terry Sonterre given by
Icey, pet of Dan & Sue Drenth given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Iggy, pet of Mr. Tom Nimen given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Indy, pet of David & Denise Baer & Family given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Ingrid, pet of Gloria Bahr given by
Per Heritage Pet Hospital
Inky, pet of The Parkers given by
Adrienne Kinkaid
Inky, given by Charles Parker
Issa, pet of Debra Di Iorio given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Jack, pet of Cheryl & Paul Hubbard given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Jack, pet of Dennis Sowada given by
Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Jack, pet of Jim & Janet Suter given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Jackie, pet of Mary McBrearty given by
Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Jade, pet of The Mittelstadt Family given by
Wendy & Tim Mittelstadt
Jake, pet of The Dramdahl Family given by
Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Jacob, pet of Glen Nordquist given by
Arcade Animal Hospital
Jada, pet of The Mitchell Family given by
River Valley Animal Hospital
Jake, pet of Mary McBean given by
Animal Health Practice
Jake, pet of J. J. & Katie Lommen given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Jack, pet of Lori Vosejik given by
Kathryn Boyne
Jake, pet of Malcolm Beading given by
West Valley Veterinary Hospital
Jasmine, pet of Julie Fenster &
Annmarie Gagne given by
Animal Health Practice
Jasmine, pet of David Aaron given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Jasper, pet of Diane Carciofini given by
Dr. Beth Boynton
Jasper, pet of Wayne Hoeschen given by
Hudson Road Animal Hospital
Jaws, pet of Shelly Greene given by
West Valley Veterinary Hospital
Jazmin, pet of Marc Lemberger given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Jenny Linsky, pet of Mr. & Mrs.
Kleinman & Family given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Jess, pet of Dan Pesch given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Jesse, pet of Nancy Workman given by
West Valley Veterinary Hospital
Jesse, pet of Rose Giora given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Jessie, pet of David & Cindy Rettler given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Jessie, pet of Beverly & Rus Latvala given by
Olin Animal Hospital
Jigger, pet of Mr. & Mrs. Donald
Hofschult given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Jingles, pet of Bonnie & Tan Stensgard & Family given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Jinx, pet of Betty Carlson given by
Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Joanie, pet of Glen Nordquist given by
Arcade Animal Hospital
Jolene, pet of Tracy Wilkins & Family given by
Dr. Erin Malone & Colin Mitchell
Joye, pet of Cheryl Morrison given by
Animal Health Practice
John, pet of Mr. Gary Tabek given by
West Valley Veterinary Hospital
Johnnie, pet of Rick & Barb Flodin given by
Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Jordan, pet of Lynn Propper given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Junior, pet of Fred & Martin Goetz given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
K G, pet of Frank Herz given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Kami Kae, pet of Carrie & Ken Parsley given by
Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Kassie, pet of Amy & Dave Johnson given by
Crossroads Animal Hospital
Kate, pet of Mr. & Mrs. Bearl given by
Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Katie, pet of Greg & Robyn Watts given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Katie, pet of Andrew & Lynne Majka given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Katzmando, pet of Ms. Anne Tay given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Keesha, pet of Met Sell & David Hazard given by
Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Keena, pet of Delbert & Lisa Feenstra given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Keiko, pet of Allison Marshall given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Kelly, pet of Steve & Cathy Hyke given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Kelly, pet of Sharon Berkner given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Kelly, pet of Andrew Cerrigan given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Kelsey, pet of The Latvala Family given by
Olin Animal Hospital
Kiko, pet of Holly Hollister given by
Animal Health Practice
Kiki, pet of Pamela Santos given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Kimchee, pet of Merbie Reagon given by
West Village Veterinary Hospital
Kipling, pet of Gordon Beals given by
West Village Veterinary Hospital
Kirby, pet of Brenda Steoke given by
Animal Health Practice
Kirby, pet of The Brand Family given by
East Valley Animal Clinic
Kirby, pet of Beth Roberts & Paul
Priday given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by GreMar Investments
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Rick Frisch & Rob Wallace
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Charles & Ann Heidemann
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Adrienne Weinstein
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Bachman's
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Behzad & Caroline Mazloom
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Carol Goldstein
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Earl & Barbara Hoffman
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Georgia Gould-Lyle & Oliver Lyle
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Irina & Michael Merson
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Ivan & Tina Rafowitz
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Julie Eckhart
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Lorraine Lowe
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Margaret Roessler & Loren Sinning
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Peter & Susanne Kraus
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Scott & Katie Jackman
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Wendy Anderson & Earl Hartranft
Kirby, pet of Melissa Cohen & Sheldon
Silberman given by Wendy Anderson & Earl Hartranft
Kirby, pet of Allison Schmitt given by
Olin Animal Hospital
Kirby, pet of Carol Swift given by
Arcade Animal Hospital
Kit, pet of Leslie Watkins given by
West Village Veterinary Hospital
Kitten, pet of Wendy Henes given by
Olin Animal Hospital
Kitty, pet of Mark & Thresa Peterson given by
Arcade Animal Hospital
Kitty, pet of Frank Glinsky given by
West Village Veterinary Hospital
Kody, pet of Linda Saetre given by
Animal Care Clinic
Kona, pet of Andrew & Christine Johnson & Family given by
East Valley Animal Clinic
Kozy, pet of James De given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
La La, pet of Arthur Rode given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Lacey, pet of The Espensen Family given by
East Valley Animal Clinic
Lacy Kay, pet of Dick & Janelle Peterson given by
Crossroads Animal Hospital
Lady, pet of Raimie Weber given by
Animal Health Practice
Lady, pet of The Eshelman Family given by
East Valley Animal Clinic
Laura Lynn, pet of Steven & Karen
Utterberg given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Lefty, pet of Paula Harris & Rich White
given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Leila Moi, given by Harold & Susan
Brucklacher
Lenny, pet of The Albert Family given by
East Valley Animal Clinic
Lenny, pet of Cheryl Moore given by
Heritage Pet Hospital
Leo, pet of Rita Younger & George
Willmarth given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Leonard, pet of Paul Rubin given by
Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Lester, pet of Patricia Bates given by
West Village Veterinary Hospital
Leta, pet of Lucy Johnson & Tom Tollefsen given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Levi, pet of Lori Marsdorff given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Lexi, pet of Dharmendra Patel given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Lexi & Kes, pet of Cheryl Arko given by Kathleen Swenson 
Libby, pet of Kris Tuma given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Loricice, pet of Anne Hess given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lidy, pet of The DeWate Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Lily, pet of Bill Johnston given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Lily, pet of Libby Andrews given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital 
Lily, pet of Angela Cleary given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lindy, pet of Rick Billings given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Liza, pet of John & Pat Wade given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Lizzie, pet of Tom Booth given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lizzy, pet of Jessy Levy given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Loki, pet of Teri Mercatante given by Animal Health Practice 
Lola, pet of Deborah Landau given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lonesome, pet of The Delvaux Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Louei, pet of Steven & Lauren Matzkin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Louise, pet of Robert Cole given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Lovee, pet of Lauren Matzkin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Lu Lu, pet of William Bialosky given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lucas, pet of Willie Medina given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Lucia, pet of Samuel Turner given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Lucifer, pet of Howard & Vrdah Stewart given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Lucky, pet of Dan & Donna Holm given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Lucky, pet of Mrs. Yim Chin given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lucy, pet of The Zweers Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Lucy, pet of The Rosenow Family given by Patricia, Ralph & Kipling Wechselbaum 
Lucy, pet of Dr. & Mr. Quintiere given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lucy, pet of Selverne Family given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Lucy Marlene, pet of Rhonda Fishman given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Luke, pet of Mr. Gary Arndt given by Douglas Salo & Nancy Grierson 
Luke, pet of Mr. Gary Arndt given by Ralph & Beverly Laurich 
LuLu, pet of David Lawrence & Family given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Ma Belle, pet of John Dieboll given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Maddie & Schnauzite, given by Jerry & Louise Workman 
Maggi, pet of Thomas Anderson given by Hudson Road Animal Hospital 
Maggie, pet of Jim & Amy Braaten given by Animal Care Clinic 
Maggie, pet of Dave & Sue Peterson given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital 
Maggie, pet of Mike & Diane Childs given by Ark Animal Hospital 
Maggie, pet of Evelyn Stiller given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Maggie, pet of The Busher Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Maggie, pet of Aminah Seebach given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Maggie, pet of Sylvia Ramos given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Maggie, pet of Donna Headley given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital 
Magnolia, pet of Jennifer Gamble given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Magnum, pet of The Yarussio Family given by Olin Animal Hospital 
Mai Ling, pet of Jo Ann Mc Cracken given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Malachi, pet of Mike & Adrianna Samanta given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Malachy, pet of Mimi Kung given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Mandy, pet of The Lowe Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Mandy, pet of Mike Dresseth given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Mandy, pet of William & Lynn Bair given by Ark Animal Hospital 
Mandy, pet of Andrew Jones given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Mariah, pet of Emery Raine & Maria given by Animal Health Practice 
Mario, pet of Cheryl Wilson given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Mary, pet of Bruce Kiernan & Dennis de Leon given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Matisses, pet of Gina Tovar given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
MauDe, pet of Bernice Pilarski given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital 
Maurice, pet of Russell Treat given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Max, pet of Mike Dotsch given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Max, pet of Linda & Jim Diisimore given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Max, pet of Duane & Kathy Cummings given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital 
Max, pet of Joan Thordendt given by Ark Animal Hospital 
Max, pet of Lee & Debbie Hamnirck given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital 
Max, pet of Cascade Animal Hospital 
Mark Wenner, DVM given by Tom Schwalen 
Max, pet of Wes & Nancy Hickman given by Arcade Animal Hospital 
Max, pet of Peter Casaras given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Max, pet of Steve Austin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Maxi, pet of Wanda Toohey given by Crossroads Animal Hospital 
Maxie, pet of Kathi Kosmider given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Maxie, pet of Linda Belfer given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital 
Maya, pet of Dean & Diane Hanson given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Mc Duff, pet of Peter & Gloria Ophirhoy given by Animal Health Practice 
Mc Duff, pet of Betsy Safford given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Mee Too, pet of Laura Arbuckle given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Megabyte, pet of Robert & Lori Hentsch given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Meggie, pet of Jeff & Tammy Schwert given by Heritage Pet Hospital 
Meggie, pet of LuJean Ohor given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Meggan, pet of Gail Mirabelli given by Animal Health Practice 
Melissa, pet of Paulette Sinclair given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Memphis, pet of Augusta Family given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Mia, pet of The Meyer Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic 
Michelle, pet of Eugenia Martin given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital 
Mick, pet of Sally Gorman given by Animal Health Practice 
Mick, pet of Susan & Paul Hovde & Family given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital 
Mickeys, pet of Lee Mee Ng given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Mike, pet of Katie Brainard given by Rei Sudo 
Mike, pet of Jean Dahnhke given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital 
Mikey, pet of Vincent Campanelli given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Mill, pet of Vijay Dhawan given by Tribecca Soho Animal Hospital 
Milo, pet of Amelia Arcamonte given by West Village Veterinary Hospital 
Mimi, pet of Sue Young given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Molly, pet of Bob Barnes given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Mindy, pet of Alvin & Rosanne Goege
Mindy, pet of Ms. Stewert given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Minette, pet of Riea Gabrielle given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Mini, pet of Charles Rappaport & Val Ackerman given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Minkin, pet of James & Janet Hazley given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Misha, pet of Stacy Lewis given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Missy, pet of Lori Vanderhider given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Miss, pet of Dr. George & Maxine Bergh given by Skadron Animal Hospital
Missy, pet of Toni Friedly given by Ark Animal Hospital
Missy, pet of Tiffany Gruenwald & Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Missy, pet of Betty Gould given by Westgate Pet Clinic
Missy, pet of Barbara Warren given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Missy, given by Steve Lohr & Marcelo Soriano
Misty, pet of Steve & Brenda Anderson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Misty, pet of Ellis Crosby given by Jane Flanders
Mitch, pet of Steve & Deb Franks given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Mitchell, pet of Doris Nash given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Mittens, pet of Glenn & Kathy Roberts given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Mitzi, pet of Carol Coakley given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Mitzi Rue, pet of Roger & Wendy Shepherd given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Mollie Ann, pet of The Finch Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
Molly, pet of The Elia Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Molly, pet of The Slane Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Molly, pet of James & Lavelle Anderson & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Molly, pet of Dr. & Mrs. Robert Van Tassel given by Dr. Ford Watson Bell
Molly, pet of Mildred Canfield given by Heritage Pet Hospital

Molly, pet of Bonnie Lomen given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Molly, pet of Jim Gasse given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Molly, pet of Gary Sipes given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Molly, pet of Lee Ann Ledgewood & Family given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Molly, pet of Lisa Barry given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Mona, pet of Kathy Aitf given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Moochi, pet of Milt & Joyce Hanson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Mookie, pet of Ernest & Patricia Rall given by Animal Care Clinic
Mookie, pet of Cynthia Beach given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Morgan, pet of Evan Van Hoox given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Morris, pet of Amanada Selwyn given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Moses, pet of Glen Nordquist given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Moses, pet of Mary & Jeff Ward given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Mother, given by Sharon & Jim Haselmann
Mr. Fatty, pet of Steven Pang given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Mr. Mouth, pet of Gerald Bunu given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Mr. Pud, pet of Chris Manis given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Ms. Otis, pet of Jeffery Forester given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Ms. Tee, pet of Carol Lau given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Muffin, pet of Kayren McBride given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Muffin II, pet of Scott & Nancy Wichmann given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Muffy, pet of The Ramos Family given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Murp, pet of Louise Slater given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Murphy, pet of Thomas & Mary Seaworth given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Murphy, pet of Fran & Vem Lepponien given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Murphy, pet of Stanley & Donna Mujiwid given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Murphy, pet of Dawn Miller given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Murphy, pet of Deborah Gilbert given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Murry, pet of Priscilla Ben Watts given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Muruy, pet of Adam Rizzo given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Myles, pet of Kai Czezcor given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Nanook, pet of James Lamont given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Natala, pet of Harry & Louise Long given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Natala, pet of Cela Balzano given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Neana Marie, pet of Emil Wojtechko & Jimmy Cowan given by William & Patricia Phipps
Nell, pet of Chip Bauer given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Nemo, pet of Denise Shavers given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Nena, pet of Robyn Celia given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Nestle, pet of Tami Hunt given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Nettie, pet of Sturmer Family given by Greg & Alana Alch & Robyn Calmenson
Nikki, pet of Al & Bonnie Mohs given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Niki, pet of Bill & Carolyn Pierce given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Nisha, pet of Fran Nutt given by Ark Animal Hospital
Nixie, pet of Wayne & Kay Black given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Nixon, pet of Stephen Miles given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Noodles, pet of David Tobis given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Norman, pet of Paula Rubald given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Nugget, pet of Robert & Lori Hennich given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Odie, pet of Mr. & Mrs. Thadeus Wilson & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Ole, pet of Ron & Ruth Paskey given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Oliver, pet of Elizabeth Miller given by Animal Health Practice
Oliver, pet of Mega Mc Gough given by Olin Animal Hospital
Oreo, pet of Connie Kanthak given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Orion, pet of Marta Davis-Tetraukt given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Orphan, pet of Dewayne & Sharon Mead given by Ark Animal Hospital
Oskie, pet of The Rogers Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic

In addition to making a current gift or becoming a VMC PARTNER, many clients that wish to express their appreciation for the care that their animal received elect to include the Veterinary Medical Center in their estate plans. Requests help ensure that quality care will continue to be available to future generations of animals.

Creative estate planning options are available that can provide tax relief and income opportunities for donors during their lifetime. Contact Kathleen McLaughlin, Director of Development at 612-624-1247 for information.
Otto, pet of Sheila & Michael Carey-Richmoun given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
our bassets, given by Edward & Elsie Guldseth
P.J., pet of Roz Dimon & James Dawson given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Panda, pet of Betty Leu given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Panda, pet of The Kopperud Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Panther, pet of Paul & Susan Spangrud given by Patricia, Ralph & Kipling Welchslbaum
Papa-Geno, pet of Luna Carne-Ross given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Pappy, pet of Manuel Rex given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Patches, pet of Mary Ann Algerio given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Patty, pet of Carolyn Miller given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Paul, pet of Michael Shaughnessy given by Arcade Animal Hospital
PD, pet of Christina Patalano given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Peanut, given by Laura Hartfiel
Petey, pet of Lisa Robin given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Petey, pet of The Navarro Family given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Pewee, pet of Sandy Wadsen given by The Weichslbaum Family
Peyton, pet of Lois Paulino given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Pebbles, pet of Pam & Paul MacGregor given by Animal Health Practice
Pee Wee, pet of Sandy Wadsen given by The Weichslbaum Family
Peggy, pet of Lorraine Wolk given by Animal Health Practice
Pepper, pet of Dorothy Jones given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Pepper, pet of Kasey Kjellberg given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Pepper, pet of Scott Gruhlke given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Pepper, pet of Gilbert & Jean Baron given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Pepper, pet of Joseph Baltrukonis & Jennifer Porwit given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Pepper, pet of Ann & David Riedal given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Petey, pet of The Dubanoski Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Petie, pet of Terry Ross given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Pi, pet of Eric Achacoso given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Pickle, pet of James Anderson & Family given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Pico, pet of Carla Sherwill given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Pieni, pet of Shirley Almer given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Piper, pet of Jim & Diane Lass & Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Poco, pet of Lori Zelman given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Pokey Jo, pet of Norma & Ricard Waibel given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Poli, pet of Larry & Karen Erickson given by Angela Erickson-Greco
Pongo, pet of Tami & Roger Aker given by Gaynell Schandell
Poppcorn, pet of Jane Bolmeier given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Popeye, pet of Audrey Boyle given by Michelle Dingwall
Precious, pet of Ron & Colleen Woods given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Precious, pet of The Kramer Family given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Prince, pet of The Navarro Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
Princess, pet of Flo Que given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Puck, pet of Trish Kirk given by Susan R. Householder
Pugsley Kulla, pet of Karen Kulla given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Pumpkin, pet of Stephanie Toise given by Animal Health Practice
Puppy, pet of Ron & Sandy Field given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Puncray, pet of Cathy Longen given by Susanne M. Peterson
Quincy, pet of Christine Spies given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Rachel, pet of Meredith Stead given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Radar, pet of Steve & Tami Kazeck given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Rags, pet of Mica Siegel given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Raider, pet of Mr. Marc Weintraub given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Ralph, pet of Gloria Snauffer given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Rambo, pet of Wayne & Margaret Hoffman given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Rambo, pet of The Johnson Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
Ratman, pet of Brian & Judy Crossley given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Red, pet of Donna Green given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Red, pet of The Wassmund Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Red, pet of Karen Gagliardi given by Angela Erickson-Greco
Redneck, pet of Robin Zager given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Rema, pet of The Halladay Family given by Animal Health Practice
Remington, pet of Erika Tigges given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Rex, pet of Virginia Caliano given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Rhikki, pet of Crystal Wright given by Animal Health Practice
Riley, pet of Debra Winge given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Riley, pet of The Roux family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Riley, pet of Richard & Margaret Johnson given by Ark Animal Hospital
Rochester, pet of Brenda Bareika given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Rocky, pet of The Ressler Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Rocky, pet of Wendy Lundon given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Rocky, pet of Jon Wade given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Rocky, pet of Robert Weisman given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Rocky, pet of Diane Thrallkill given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Rosebud, pet of Elizabeth Burke given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Rosie, pet of The Gurney's given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Roxie, pet of Deb Sorcelli given by Animal Health Practice
Roxy, pet of Joel & Pam Skinner given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Roxy, pet of Dorthy Kodluboy given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Ruby, pet of Guy & Sharon Hostetter given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Rufus, pet of Cindy & Jim Grundtner given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Runt, pet of Barbara Sarubbi given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Russell, pet of Marlo Herr given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Rusty, pet of Ken Bipes & Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Rusty, pet of Marty & Leslie Smith given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Rusty, pet of The Chatterton Family given by Olin Animal Hospital
Sabu, pet of Karena Craft given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sadie, pet of Mike & Michelle Gilson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sadie, pet of Paul & Jane Barton given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sadie, pet of Kevin & Susan Walker given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sailor, pet of Jean Gervall given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Salina, given by Anne Swenson
Sally, pet of Beverly Smith given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Sam, pet of The Neutz Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Sam, pet of Helen Dexter given by Animal Care Clinic
Sam, pet of Bob Elmers given by Dr. Beth Boynton
Sam, pet of Scott & Alice McLaughlin given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sam, pet of Tim & Kathy Shea given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sam, pet of Mary Hepsinat given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sam, pet of Adam Darcy given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sam, pet of Lynn Hazelteine given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Samantha, pet of The Hoffman Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Samantha, pet of Marilyn Allman given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Samantha, pet of William & Joni Crenshaw given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Samantha, pet of Jacqueline Palme given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Samantha, pet of Connie Sandstrom given by Hudson Road Animal Hospital
Samantha, pet of John & Wendy Wood given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Samantha, pet of Bob Keller given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Samantha, pet of Rich Lamb given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sammi, pet of Kelly Groth & Family given by Bonnie Smith
Sammy, pet of Stephen & Ruth Cochran given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Snelly the Cat, given by Karin M. Peterson
Samson, pet of Robert & Paula Chantigian given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sandy, pet of The Krisher Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Sandy, pet of Bob & Meredith Waterman given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sandy, pet of The Braunworth Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Sara, pet of Elizabeth Murray given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Sara Lee, pet of Elliot Damm given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sarge, pet of Bea & Lou Coro given by Animal Health Practice
Sasha, pet of David Otte & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sasha, pet of Erika Tiggie given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sasha, pet of Misti Burns given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Sasha, pet of Lisa Orshansky given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sassy, pet of David & Jennifer Williams given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Sassy, pet of Mary & Dave Taylor & Family given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Sassy, pet of Tim Schoen given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Sassy, pet of Lois Whitmer given by Patricia Novak
Scooby, pet of John & Sue Gebhart given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Scooby, pet of Katya Jestin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Scooter, pet of Theresa & Jeff Pitts given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Scout, pet of Roseanne Bane & Claudia Bruber given by Russ Adams & Bethann Barankovich
Selene, pet of Marilyn Hillman given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sexy Mama, pet of Johnny Cassarino given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Shadow, pet of Sue Franey given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Shadow, pet of Jeff McKenna given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Shadow, pet of Glenn Rausch given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Shadow, pet of Kathy Kurkoski given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Shadow, pet of Rochelle Rodwell given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Shadow, pet of Judy Shevin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Shannon, pet of Mark & Patty Thompson given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Shara, pet of Heather Clarkson given by Olin Animal Hospital
Sheba, pet of Frank & Betty Greenough given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sheena, pet of Glenda Andrist given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sheri, pet of Bonnie & Marlin Johnson given by Ark Animal Hospital
Shredder, pet of Lynda Stern given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Siegfried, pet of James & Shirley Norlem given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Silkie, pet of Sallie Batson given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Simba, pet of Patrick & Amanda O’Leary given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Simon, pet of Jay & Diane Heath given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Simon, pet of William O’Neil given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sissy, pet of Cynthia Walker given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sister, pet of Arthur Boehm given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Siú, pet of Krystyna Dadmun given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Skipper, pet of Jan Maxson given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Skitter, pet of Laura Parsons given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Sky, pet of Robert & Carol Hadesbeck given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Laura Hartfiel given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Laura Hartfiel given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Kent & Kristin Johnson & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Ray & Carrie Harey given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Olivia Lemand given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Smoggy, pet of James & Marcia O’Brien given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Teresa Thomspn given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Snickers, pet of Nancy & Louis Guzek given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Snickers, pet of David & Nancy Richardson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Snickers, pet of Ron Gnetz given by Dr. Stan Skadron
Snickers, pet of Diane Borden given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Snowy, pet of Carla Sampietro given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Snuggles, pet of Jeff Johnson & Anne Anderson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sonny, pet of Ken Elias given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sparky, pet of Leroy & Mickey Berg given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sparky, pet of George & Donna Super given by Ark Animal Hospital
Sparky, pet of Chris Kehoe given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Spencer, pet of Robert Meier given by Animal Health Practice
Spide, pet of Wendy Berzynyk given by Dr. Bruce Hanson, Eagan Pet Clinic
Spike, pet of Elanore B. Johnson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Spike, pet of Gina Bordanova given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Spike, pet of Riera Stevenson given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Spike, pet of Linda & Skip Abel given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Stripy, pet of Kirsten Frederickson given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Stuart, pet of Nancy Keegan given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Substitute, pet of Oliver Pezeron given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sue, pet of Glen Hillig given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sugar, pet of Daniel & Mary Young given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sultan, pet of Iris Zeller given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Sunday, pet of Anne Livet given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Squirt, pet of Alice Underwood given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Stan-lee, pet of Ken & Julie Davis given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Stanley, pet of Ken and Julie Davis given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Star, pet of Holly Manning given by Patricia Novak
Stella, pet of Bill Young given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Stephanie, pet of Robert Sozzi given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Stumpy, pet of Michael Bezdiek
Stinky, pet of Doris Saunders given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Stormy, pet of Jay & Peggy Higgins given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Story, pet of Linda & Skip Abel given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Spud, pet of Tom & Cheryl Gandsey given by Ark Animal Hospital
Spunkey, pet of Jack Hoppen given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sasha, pet of Bill Young given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sassy, pet of Tim Schoen given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Sassy, pet of Lois Whitmer given by Patricia Novak
Scooby, pet of John & Sue Gebhart given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Scooby, pet of Katya Jestin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Scooter, pet of Theresa & Jeff Pitts given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Scout, pet of Roseanne Bane & Claudia Bruber given by Russ Adams & Bethann Barankovich
Selene, pet of Marilyn Hillman given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sexy Mama, pet of Johnny Cassarino given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Shadow, pet of Sue Franey given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Shadow, pet of Jeff McKenna given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Shadow, pet of Glenn Rausch given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Shadow, pet of Kathy Kurkoski given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Shadow, pet of Rochelle Rodwell given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Shadow, pet of Judy Shevin given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Shannon, pet of Mark & Patty Thompson given by Equine/Small Animal Medical Center
Shara, pet of Heather Clarkson given by Olin Animal Hospital
Sheba, pet of Frank & Betty Greenough given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sheena, pet of Glenda Andrist given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sheri, pet of Bonnie & Marlin Johnson given by Ark Animal Hospital
Shredder, pet of Lynda Stern given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Siegfried, pet of James & Shirley Norlem given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Silkie, pet of Sallie Batson given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Simba, pet of Patrick & Amanda O’Leary given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Simon, pet of Jay & Diane Heath given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Simon, pet of William O’Neil given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sissy, pet of Cynthia Walker given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sister, pet of Arthur Boehm given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Siú, pet of Krystyna Dadmun given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Skipper, pet of Jan Maxson given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Skitter, pet of Laura Parsons given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Sky, pet of Robert & Carol Hadesbeck given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Laura Hartfiel given by Crossroads Animal Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Laura Hartfiel given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Kent & Kristin Johnson & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Ray & Carrie Harey given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Olivia Lemand given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Smoggy, pet of James & Marcia O’Brien given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Smoggy, pet of Teresa Thomspn given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Snickers, pet of Nancy & Louis Guzek given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Snickers, pet of David & Nancy Richardson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Snickers, pet of Ron Gnetz given by Dr. Stan Skadron
Snickers, pet of Diane Borden given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Snowy, pet of Carla Sampietro given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Snuggles, pet of Jeff Johnson & Anne Anderson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sonny, pet of Ken Elias given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Sparky, pet of Leroy & Mickey Berg given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sparky, pet of George & Donna Super given by Ark Animal Hospital
Sparky, pet of Chris Kehoe given by Monticello-Big Lake Pet Hospital
Spencer, pet of Robert Meier given by Animal Health Practice
Spide, pet of Wendy Berzynyk given by Dr. Bruce Hanson, Eagan Pet Clinic
Spike, pet of Elanore B. Johnson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Spike, pet of Gina Bordanova given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Spike, pet of Riera Stevenson given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Spike, pet of Linda & Skip Abel given by Plymouth Heights Pet Hospital
Stripy, pet of Kirsten Frederickson given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Stuart, pet of Nancy Keegan given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Substitute, pet of Oliver Pezeron given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Sue, pet of Glen Hillig given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Sugar, pet of Daniel & Mary Young given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Sultan, pet of Iris Zeller given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Sunday, pet of Anne Livet given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
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Sunny, pet of Jim & Renee Jupp given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Susan, pet of The Horn Family given by Animal Care Clinic
Susie, pet of Ann Pegis given by Animal Health Practice
Susie, pet of Bradley & Patti Ryti given by Arcade Animal Hospital
Suzy Q, pet of The Morgan’s given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Sweet Maggie, pet of Baillie given by Julie Snell
Sydney, pet of Mary Brixius given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Sylvester, pet of Susanne Pillsbury given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
T.C., pet of Susan Albrect given by Hudson Road Animal Hospital
Tabby, pet of John Kipka given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Taffy, pet of Brad & Michele Schmidt given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Takk, pet of James & Alice Larson & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tally, pet of Elaine Hanson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tammy, pet of Brian & Kathy Willis & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tanner, pet of Rick & Tammy Lyman given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tarquin, pet of Peter Napoliello given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tasha, pet of The Howard Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Ted-dee, pet of Becky Fields-Lohrbach given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Temper, pet of Jeff & Debbie Krueger & Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tequila, pet of Lee & Melanie Sueth given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tessie, pet of Roberta Ziener given by Olin Animal Hospital
Thelma, pet of Lorraine Carbone given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Thunder, pet of Kay Chasco given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Tiger, pet of Naomi Lubin Alpert given by Animal Health Practice
Tiger, given by Jean Sedlak
Tiger, pet of Jeff Lobb given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Tigger, pet of Sherry Ewing given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tigger, pet of Tom & Angie Shoemaker given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tigger, pet of Alexander Wood given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tiki, pet of Ruth Banks given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tilly, pet of Lynn Ahrens given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Tina Turner, pet of Dr. Clark & Carmen Borstad given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Ting Tang, pet of Albert Scarletti given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Tiny, pet of Kathryn Patchin given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Tito, pet of Linda Vidich-Stein given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tip, pet of Bruce & Jane Besse given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tipper, pet of Linda & Mike Fister given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tippy, pet of Keith & Vicki Drewes given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Toby, pet of Aileen Horne given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Toby, pet of Glenn & Julie Howe given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Tom, pet of Judith Lula given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tonto, pet of Harry Shroder given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Toote, pet of Lavette & Melvin Janssen given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Toots, pet of David & Bernie Rosdeth given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Touche, pet of June Marcus given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tracy, pet of Sharon Eschrich given by Animal Health Practice
Travis, pet of Barbara & Rusty Gutowski given by Animal Health Practice
Triever, pet of The Swedberg Family given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Trina, pet of Dick & Kathy Clemenson given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Trixie, pet of The Russoff Family given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Trixie, pet of S. Ogilvie given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Tucker, pet of Linda Caplan given by Animal Health Practice
Tucker, pet of Pam Graham given by Animal Health Practice
Tucker, pet of Susan Gethin given by various donors
Tucker, pet of Phillip & Tammy Spratka given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Tucker, pet of Tim Tokarzcyk given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Tutu, pet of Bobbie Oliver given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tuxedo, pet of Jim Hatch given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Tyke, pet of Jack & Del Rae Chivers given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Valentina, pet of Linda Lacewell given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Vera, pet of Robert & Susan Schecter given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Wally, pet of Ginny Therrien given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Wally, pet of Joan Min given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Walter, pet of Jamie Erickson given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Wanda, pet of Michael Marino given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Whinnie, pet of Audrey Bernstein given by Angela Erickson-Greco
Whiskers, pet of Kathie Quinlan given by Arcade Animal Hospital
White Puff, pet of Leland Nolan given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Whitney, pet of Steve & Linda Bollig given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Willie, pet of Gerald & Marjoe Blaisdell given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Willie, pet of Beverly Piturro given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Wilson, pet of Pamela Palmieri given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Winnie, pet of Emily Schramm given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Winston, pet of Andrew Neale given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Woody, pet of Donna Weinheim given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Wumph, pet of Greg & Sharyl Ogard given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Wyatt, pet of Connie Schultz given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Xanthi, pet of Kirstin Helmers given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Yoda, pet of Steve Evans given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Yodas, pet of Ronald Helmeci given by Battery Park Veterinary Hospital
Ypsilanti, pet of Mark Zannoni given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Yuko, pet of Susan Smith given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Zac, pet of Chris & Gina Alvarado given by Julie Ulrick
Zara, pet of Donna Dolinsky given by West Village Veterinary Hospital
Zazou, pet of Art Spiegelman & Family given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Zealie, pet of Todd & Nicole Michaels given by East Valley Animal Clinic
Zeig, pet of Richard Plunkett given by Heritage Pet Hospital
Zeke, pet of Anita & Todd Messal given by Louann Carpenter
Zeke, pet of Faith Ohman given by Rice Pet Clinic & Hospital
Zenda, pet of Janet Morgan given by Animal Health Practice
Zero, pet of Mary Ellen Guolotta given by Tribeca Soho Animal Hospital
Zeus, pet of Rick & Sara Borgen given by Cold Springs Veterinary Hospital
Ziggys, pet of Jim & Janelle Fowlds given by Detroit Lakes Animal Hospital
Pet Lover Tributes

FY2003

The following gifts honor a pet lover:


Pet Lover Memorials

FY2003

The following gifts are in memory of a pet lover:

Marlan L. Brostrom, by Donald Brostrom Agnes Engelhart, by Pleasant Street Friends Mark and Jeanie Stresler James Hall, by Mrs. Mary Jo Balzart Shirley E. Heim Barnes Matthew Erickson June E. Gornitzka Anne Elizabeth Hall Bruce Hanson and Jolee Madl Rosmary McGuire Karin Perry April Smith Russell and Lisa Wiley Bill Lane, by Deborah Lane Philip Palmquist, by Dr. Stan and Darlene Diesch Marie Rydholm, by Jennifer and Richard Aakre Lynn and Charles Barney Diane and Tim Boonstr Hazel Dettmer June and Philip Feil Edward Gustafson John and LuAnne Hakel Marc and Pam Halmen Janet and John Jacobsen Lois Johnson Louise and Willis Kahl Amy Lindgren Viola Martinson Wendell and Janice Martinson Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Matinson Mary Anne McDermott Adelyn and Bob Moh Zen Luelle Plaum Edith Ramsay-Hint Cindy and Edward Rosvall Nancy Rydholm Doug Sachs George and Marlane Sanderson Janet and John Schultz June and Kenneth Skuz Tottie Welcher

Jay Sautter, by Thomas and Leslie Frost Marcia Ward, by John and Gail Abrahamson Tom and Ann Altman Arlene Armbruster Robert Armbruster Ray and Margaret Artz William and Christi Bond James Boyle and Catherine Lynch Norman and Mabel Bunge Stephen and Laurie Burgess Dorothy Callahan Todd Sexse and Angie Callahan Catharine Clapp Maureen and Richard Cox Julie Ann Dale Ruth and Steven Ellenwood Sharon and Kirk Ellerton Nancy Galligan Clyde and Nancy Gerber E. N. S. and Deborah Girard Patricia and Thomas Graf Phillip and Krisy Guskic Belinda Guszik Barbara Halligan Richard and Julie Hanson Suzanne B. Harris

Faculty and Staff Donate Their Time and Talents

CVM’s Habitat for Humanity participants, left to right: Mike Hendel, Lee Chaves, Mark Rutherford, Zhengguo Xiao, Mike Murtaugh, Laurie Brewer, Kendra Hyland, Mary Baddorf, Tricia Dranschak, Chris Marques, and Lisa Herron-Olesen. Humphrey Lwamba is not pictured.

Points of Pride Research Day

In the spring, the college celebrated its annual Points of Pride Research Day, which honored the research accomplishments of graduate students, faculty, alumni and community partnerships. PIC (Pig Improvement Company) USA, the world’s largest supplier of swine genetics, was awarded the Distinguished Research Partner Award for its outstanding support of the college. David Brown, professor, received the Pfizer Research Excellence Award for his scientific research contributions. Twenty-six graduate students and four 2002 Summer Scholars participated in the research poster competition with awards going to Ned Patterson, Lori Yunker and Carrie Finno.

The Distinguished Research Alumni Award honored Dr. Stanley Kleven for his research advancements in poultry health. Dr. Kleven earned his D.V.M. in 1965 and his Ph.D. in 1970 from the University of Minnesota and currently heads the University of Georgia’s Department of Avian Medicine. He has developed highly effective research and service programs involving avian mycoplasma, a deadly bacterial infection. In addition, he has provided diagnostic services and advice for mycoplasma problems in the United States and worldwide.

New Rememberance Bricks Dedicated in Memories Garden

Approximately 30 clients of the Veterinary Medical Center attended the dedication of new remembrance bricks in the Memories Garden on May 21. The garden now has over 50 bricks inscribed in honor or memory of pets or animal lovers. Included in the new bricks was a tribute from the Class of 2004, honoring the animals that have enriched their education. Funds raised through the Memories Garden will support the Pet Loss Support Group, a service offered to clients of the Veterinary Medical Center.

Inscribed bricks will be added to the Memories Garden twice each year. All donors to the garden will be invited to a dedication ceremony in the spring. For more information about the Memories Garden, please call 612-624-5315 or for the Pet Loss Support Group, call 612-625-3770.
Raptor Center Continues Work on Avian-Specific West Nile Virus Vaccine

The Raptor Center continues its work with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and consortium members at Louisiana State University and the University of Georgia to develop and test an avian-specific vaccine for West Nile virus. In July, the CDC approved the transfer of a DNA-plasmid vaccine to the consortium for testing in various avian species. They also agreed to release the plasmid for licensing and commercial development. Biomune, a licensed vaccine manufacturer in Lenexa, Kansas, has agreed to manufacture the vaccine and present the data to the U.S. Department of Agriculture for licensing.

When The Raptor Center receives the vaccine, staff will vaccinate 20 permanently disabled red-tailed hawks and monitor the birds’ antibody response. Eventually, the vaccine will be tested on a wider range of avian species.

Meanwhile, The Raptor Center admitted its first confirmed case of West Nile virus of 2003 on July 15. The patient was a female Cooper’s hawk about five weeks of age that was found on the side of a road in Minnetonka, Minn. The bird had eye lesions similar to those caused by West Nile and was blind in its left eye. It was euthanized and tested positive for West Nile virus. The story was covered on WCCO-TV’s 6 p.m. News on July 16.

Meet our Newest Faculty Members…

Peter Davies
Professor Clinical/Population Sciences

Margaret A. Duxbury
Assistant Clinical Specialist Small Animal Sciences

Elizabeth Pluhar
Assistant Professor Small Animal Clinical Sciences

Ronald E. Mandsager
Associate Professor Small Animal Clinical Sciences

Lucy Vulchanova
Assistant Professor Veterinary Pathobiology

James Schoster
Clinical Specialist Small Animal Clinical Sciences

Chief Operating Officer Joins the College

David Miller has been hired as the chief operating officer to manage operational and financial affairs at the college. Miller comes with more than 20 years experience in health care after serving in executive-level positions at Blue Cross Blue Shield and Minneapolis Children’s Medical Center. Miller holds a master’s degree in health administration from the University of Iowa and a bachelor’s of science in business from the University of Minnesota. He is active in his community and is a member of the boards of Life Link III, Community Hospital Linen Service, Minneapolis Neuroscience Institute and his local school district. David is married with three grown children.
Development and Alumni News

Retirements

Donors Advance Efforts to Endow Osborne/Hills Chair

Carl Osborne’s contributions to preventing and curing urinary tract problems in pets are being recognized by colleagues, friends and the industry with a major fundraising effort to endow a chair in his name– the Osborne/Hills Endowment.

“More than $1 million—much of it donated by Hill’s Pet Nutrition, Inc.—has already been raised toward the goal,” notes Kathleen McLaughlin, development director. A total of $2 million is needed to endow the chair.

“Carl’s research in urology and nephrology has had a tremendous impact on the health of companion animals,” says CVM dean Jeffrey Klausner. “The Osborne Chair will be a permanent tribute to Carl and his career, and it will ensure that the valuable research he began will continue.” If you would like to make a contribution to the Osborne/Hills Endowed Chair, call 612-624-1247.

Equine Center Campaign

The college has served Minnesota’s flourishing horse industry and has won international acclaim for its research programs and clinical services, including lameness diagnostics. To continue to serve this community, an Equine Center campaign has been launched with a goal to raise $6 million in private funding for building construction and $2 million for program support and endowment. This world-class facility will feature an integrated, comprehensive outreach program serving veterinarians, equine professionals and horse owners throughout the state and region; clinical space for lameness and reproductive medicine programs; an indoor arena and lunge area; clinical and research programs; outdoor paddocks; and space for new programs, such as nutrition and alternative therapies. For more information about the equine campaign, contact Kathleen McLaughlin at 612-624-1247 or e-mail mclau020@umn.edu.

Best Dissertation Award

Dr. Barbara May, a recent Molecular Veterinary Biology graduate advised by Dr. Vivek Kapur, was awarded the University Graduate School’s Best Dissertation Award for 2003. Her thesis entitled, “Comprehensive Analysis of an Avian Isolate of Pasteurella multocida,” involved whole genome sequencing and microarray gene expression profiling—was judged the best in this University-wide competition. May was recently nominated for a national award for this work.
Allen D. Leman Swine Conference


Back by popular demand, the upcoming Mini-Vet School will be presented by the college’s world-class faculty. The six-week lecture series will be held from 6:30 - 8:30 pm beginning Tuesday, October 7, on the St. Paul campus. Cost is $95. Space is limited. Call 612-624-3434 for registration details.

Molecular BioTechnology Workshop Held for High School Science and Agriculture Teachers

A workshop was held this summer for veterinarians, scientists and high school teachers on the fundamental principles of molecular biology and genetic engineering techniques usually presented to academia and industry. The college partnered with the University’s Animal Biotechnology Center and the Agronomy Department to present this information and demonstrated how to integrate this new knowledge into their high school curriculum.

Calendar of Events:

Poultry Ventilation Workshop, Oct. 7-8
Dentistry Workshop: Feline Dentistry, Oct. 18
Equine Fall Conference—Practice Management and Research Updates, Oct. 30
Pain Management, Nov. 15
Layer School I: Diseases of Laying Hens, Dec. 1-3
Dentistry Workshop: Bite Evaluations, Malocclusions and Marketing, Jan. 10, 2004
Alumni Reunion 2003

Over 200 CVM alumni and guests attended the first all-college reunion on June 7. Graduates from ten class years came from 16 states and Canada and participated in continuing education, toured the campus, and attended a pig roast. Mark your calendars—Reunion 2004—June 12 with classes ending in “4” and “9”.

Class pictures are available for $5.00 each. Please e-mail your request to Marie Pallo at pallo002@umn.edu or call 612-624-5315.

A new CVM tradition began with the awarding of 50 year commemorative medals to the class of 1953.

The class of 1988 took the prize for having the largest representation, thanks to the organizing efforts of Lisa Carpenter (holding the class sign).

Many “youngsters” from the class of 1998 enjoyed their reunion as the most recent graduates in attendance.

(left) For many, Reunion was a family event and Goldie Gopher presented balloons to his fans.

(left) Hillary Mohr, ’61 and his band, Mohr Music, set the tone for day with lively music.

(above) Kathleen McLaughlin, Director of Development and Alumni Relations, presents a medal to Dr. Don French

(above) Guests were enthusiastic about continuing the CVM pig roast tradition.
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